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ABSTRACT

The resea¡ch presenæd is aimed at investigating current methods in Linear Elastic Fracture

Mechanics for their suitability to prcdict crack growth in aluminium 7050-T7451, when a

compressive residual stress fietd has been introduced by an overload.

A comparative study has been made on the effect of various levels of tensile overload on the

crack growth rate in aluminium 7050-T745t. Experiments were performed on centre

cracked tension specimens at two separate values of stress inænsity factor range (ÂK): 300

MPa.ffi and 400 MPa rffi-. Overload ratios of 1.4, 1.6 and 1.8 were investigaæd for

each AK level using load shedding to maintain the ÁK value required.

Crack growth measurements were performed using crack propagation gauges (Micro-

Measurements CPA series) able to detect a change in crack length of 0.25 mm and a

travelling microscope accurato to 0.01 mm displacemenL The propagation gauges lvere

used to obtain average crack $owth rates (da/dN) for a change in crack length of 0.25 mm.

The average daldN wa.s used to determine an effective AK value for each inærval using the

fatigue crack propagation curve for the above aluminium alloy. The travelling microscope

was used to measure the increase in crack length observed during the application of each

overload. Afær the overloads the propagation gauges revealed a period of significant

retardation before the crack gfowth ratcs returned to ttrcir baseline levels.

The total number of cycles required to return to baseline crack growth rates afær the

application of the overloads werc compared to the number of cycles expecæd in the absence

of an overload at the rrlevant AK level. The difference was recorded as the number of

retarded cycles for the rclevant ÁK level and overload ratio combination. The number of

retarded cycles was found to increa^se with increa.sed overload ratio and decrease with

increased ÁK level.
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Periodic overloads were applied during a constant amplitude fatigue test to demonstrate

possible life enhancement A single overload (ratio = 1.8) was applied every 5 x 104 cycles

producing a significant increase in specimen life.

A Finite Element Analysis was used to model the M(Ð specimens under consideration and

to determine the value of the Mode-I stress inænsity factor (K1) at various crack lengths.

These values were compared with values obtained from available literature, to the output of

an est¿blished equation and to values calculaæd using the weight function method.

An advanced crack growth computer model (CG90ARL), provided by the Aeronautical

and Maritime Resea¡ch Laboratory was used to predict crack growth in the specimens. The

CG96ARL program is a modified version of a computer program writæn by McDonnell

Douglas Aircraft Company. The predictions were compared with the obtained

experimental results and indicaæ that the CG9OARL program produces conservative results

for both const¿nt amplitude crack growth and overload induced retårded growth. A

computer proglam utitising the Wheeler rptardation algorithm was developed and a value

for the V/heeler exponent obtained from experimental results.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

1.0. Introduction

Economic and market forces have resulted in an increasing number of aircraft being

operaùed beyond their original design life. Resea¡ch has shown that the most limiting factor

in extending aircraft life has been the fatigue performance of the critical locations of the

aircraft structure [Jones and Miller (1991)]. Fasæner holes and other circula¡ cut outs are

examples of the identified critical locations which act as stress raisers, ofæn resulting in

fatigue cracking. Aircraft manufacturers are continuously investigating ways to lower the

fatigue susceptibility of these areas. Realising that complete removal of fatigue initiation is

impossible, the industry, and particularly the aircraft operators, is also interested in methods

which slow down the growth of an existing crack or even stop the process of fatigue crack

propagation.

One method of fatigue life enhancement is to introduce compressive residual stresses by

controlled yielding of the material ahead of the crack tip . It is well known that such

compressive stresses can significantly increase the fatigue life of a component lReid (1991),

Meguid (1989), Broek (1986), Averbach et al (1984), Nelson (1982)1. Meguid et al (1989)

believes that the application of fracture mechanics methodology, to assist in understanding

the influence of rcsidual str¡esses on fatigue fracturt, ha,s not yet been given its due attention.

'Work has shown that afær applying an overload in a constant amplitude fatigue test the

crack growth rate during subsequent constant-amplitude cycling will be rtduced lWard-

Close et at (1988), Robin et al (1984)1. An overload, as depicæd in Figure 1.1, is defined

as any single loading event applied in a constant amplitude fatigue test which exceeds the

maximum load level of the baseline constant amplitude cycles.

1



Chaoter. 1 INTRODUCTION

Overloads

Poverload

Pmax- - - -

Pnin

Time

Figure 1.1 Defrnition of an overload

The magnitude of the overload is normally expressed as a non-dimensionalised ratio of the

overload level divided by the maximum load level in the baseline constant amplitude cycles:

overload ratio =
Povoloa (Newton)

(1.1)
Pmqbad (Newton)

The resulting delay in crack propagation depends on the magnitude of the overload ratio

while multþte overloads have been found to cause additional retardation. In some

instances, application of an overload may ûotally affest crack growth at subsequent low

amplitude cycling [Broek (1986), Ranganathan et al (1984)].

This resea¡ch presented here is aimed at investigating current methods in Linear Elastic

Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), for their suitability to prcdict crack growth in aluminium

7050-T7451, when a compressive residual stress freld has been introduced by an overload.

Aluminium 7050-T'1451 is used extensively in the structure of modern Fighter Aircraft,

operated by the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). When a crack is found in an aircraft,

Load I

2



Chapter. 1 INTRODUCTION

the RAAF requires a method of prediction of the subsequent crack growth rate. This

enables the operator to:

(Ð effectively plan for the repair orreplacement of the fatigued component;

(ü) to deærmine maintenance intervals forcomponents; and

(ul) monitor airframe fatigue life to plan for the replacement of an aircraft type.

The fatigue life of a component comprises both crack initiation and propagation (growth)

st¿ges. In the damage tolerance design philosophy used in modern aircraft developmenf

the designer must assume pre-exisûence of cracks, flaws and stress concentrations.

Components designed using this philosophy must be able to sustain the design number of

fatigue cycles before these flaws grow to the critical length at which failurc is likely to

occur. hitial flaws include stress risers due to manufacturing effors, maintenance damage,

or corrosion. Stress concentrations occur due to poor design details including abrupt

changes in thickness and geomotry and the use of adjacent members of incompatible

stiffness [Polakovics (1 99 1)].

The R.Au$¡, as operators of aircraft developed using the damage tolerance philosophy and

sponsors of this research, is primarily interested in the nature of the fatigue crack

propagation which will occur during the life of an aircraft due to the existence of initial

flaws.

M(T) type specimens (previously known as CCT type specimens) were used in this work

and a flaw was infioduced in each specimen by cutting a very fine notch in the centre of

each specimen. This provided areas of stress concentration at each end of the notch which

ensured the development of a through-the-thickness crack at the centre of each specimen.

The compleæ specifrcations of each specimen tested are mentioned in Chapter 5 of this

report.

3



Chapter. 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. Scope of the Report

Chapær 2 contains a swnmary of the background to the problem investigaæd and the

literature rcview conducted in ttris work. Previous work on overload induced compressive

residual stresses was investigated as well as the models developed and proposed to account

for the reduced crack growth rates following apptcation of one or more overloads. The

concepts of fatigue crack growth and the concept of linear elastic fracture mechanics are

reviewed in chapter 3 with emphasis placed on the calculation of the mode I stress inænsity

factor Ky. Chapær 4 investigates two computer models used in crack growth prcdiction.

An advanced compuûer model provided by AMRL is compared to a program developed by

the author using the theory discussed in chapter 3. The experimental methods used in this

study are outlined in chapter 5 while chapter 6 det¿ils the results of the experiments

conducted. Chapær 7 concludes the work presented in this study and provides

recommendations for future work.

4



CIIAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AI\D LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Introduction

Residual stresses (or self induced pormanent stresses) are produced when one region of a

part or specimen experiences peûnanent ptastic deformation while other regions of the same

part or specimen either rr,main elastic or are plastically deformed to a different degree

[Fuchs and Daly (1937)]. Residual stresses are intoduced in metals either inæntionally by

surface treatments such as shot-peening, hammering, carburising, or induction ha¡dening, or

unintentionalty by most manufacturing processes such as forging, rolling, welding, grinding,

and other machining processes. It is well known that residual stresses have a marked

influence on the fatigue life of engineering components. The residual stressos effectively

add a mean stress to the fatigue cycle. In metal fatigue it is the tensile stresses which

produce fatigue damage (crack growth etc.) whereas applied compressive stresses have

little effect. It is therefore recognised that adding compressive residual stresses can retafd

(reduce) fatigue crack growth and in some instanoes even stop crack growth, while tensile

residual stress regions produce the opposiæ effects. The aim of this research was to

investigate the phenomenon of compressive residual stresses and their effect on fatigue

crack growth in aluminium 7050-T745I.

The fundamental principle of LEFM is the use of the stress inænsity factor as the

characterising parameter for crack extension [Ewalds et aI (199I)]. The deærmination of

the fatigue crack propagation curve is an essentiat pa¡t of the fracture mechanics design

approach, as the rate of fatigue crack propagation (daldN) is governed by the range of

srress inænsity factor (ÂK) [Broek (1986)]. In accordance with ASTM F';647-88a, a fatigue

test was ca¡ried out to obtain the rrlationship benveen ÂK and daldN for aluminium 7050-

n45I. The results werþ compared to daa published for the same type of aluminium alloy.

5



Chapær 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The stress inænsity factor for a centre cracked plate can be found from tables [Rooke and

Cartwright (1976)l or from equations developed for a number of common geometries

TASTM ffi47-88a, Broek (1986), Ewalds et al (1991)1. Crack propagation curyes

produced in the above procedure provide a method of predicting crack growth rates in

components made of the same material. This method of crack growth prediction however,

is not valid when rctardation is considercd due to inæraction effects relating to the history

of the preceding crack growth. The crack geomeüry, the magnitude of the upper and lower

limits of the load cycles and the condition of the crack-tip material are all factors to be

considered in the study of crack propagation. A simple summation procedure using

constant amplitude crack growth data will usually produce conservative results [Meguid

(1939)1. For an accurate crack growth prediction the crack growth retardation effect

caused by compressive residual sü¡esses induced into the material must be considered.

2.2. Retardation due to ResÍdual Stresses

There has been a great deal of work done into reta¡dation of crack glowth due to

comprcssive residual stress fields lLa¡- et al (1992), Reid (1991), Heller et al (199I),

Meguid (1989), Broek (1986), Averbach and Bingdre (1984), Fleck and Smith (1984),

Nelson (1982)1. There a¡e a number of methods of inducing compressive residual stress

fields inro a component. Shot peening [Fuchs and Daly (1987)] ha.s long been used by the

aircraft industry to induce such stresses at the surface of aircraft components. Cold

working techniques such as the split sleeve method and the batlisd hole method, are widely

used to enhance the fatigue life of holes in aircraft structures tl-am (1991), Reid (1991),

Saunder (1991)1.

Ea¡lier work has shown that afær applying an overload in a constant amplitude fatigue test,

the crack growth rate during subsequent constant-amplitude cycling will be reduced. The

6



Chapær 2. BACKGROUND AND LTTERATURE REVIEW

overload introduces a large plastic zone in which the material experiences peflnanent

deformation. Upon unloading, the surrounding elastic matorial attempts to resume its

original size (the plastic zone is permanently deformed) and by doing so exerts comprcssive

stresses on the plastically deformed material at the crack tip. This stress inæraction and the

resulting residual stress system are reporæd by Broek (1986) and shown in Figure 2.1.

ori I
I

I

cty

I
I'

ot ovarloocl oltcr orrcrlood

4f

(b)

Figure 2.1. Residual compressive stresses at the crack tip a^s a result of overload

The residual compressive stresses (represenæd by the minus sign in part b of figure 2.1)

ænd to close the crack tip and retard crack propagation. When the crack ha.s grown

through the region of residual stresses after a further period of fatigue loading, crack

growth resgmes at the propagation rate expecæd under constånt amplitude fatigue æsting.

The concept of crack growth and rctardation interaction is discussed later in this chapter

and again in chapter4.

\York done by a number of researchers has shown definiæ crack growth retardation

following the application of an overload but ha.s had little success in quantifying the reduced

7
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Chapær 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

crack growth. In order to quantify the effect of residual sresses upon fatigue crack growth,

it is necessary to know:

(Ð the magnitude and shape of the rcsidual stress field;

(ü) the combined effect of the residual and applied stresses upon fatigue crack

growth rate; and

(üi) how the existing residual stness field changes as the crack grows under the

influence of service loads.

2.3. The Residual Stress f,'Íeld

Residual stress distribution is diffrcult to measure accurately and is therefore usually ba.sed

on an approximate stress field. Common methods used include the hole-drilling techniçe

[Meguid (1989), ASTM E837] and X-ray diffraction [Hauk (1987)]. Taira and Tanaka

(1973) used the X-ray microbeam diffraction technique to measute the local stress near the

tips of fatigue cracks afær the application of single and multiple overloads. Their

theoretical prediction of the grolvth rate of a fatigue crack based on information on the local

residual stress distribution near the tip agreed with their experimental results.

Measurcments of residual stress distribution using srain gauges or X-ray diffraction

æchnique only provide residual stress values at specific locations and were thertfore

deemed unsuit¿ble for use in this work. Lam and Lian (1989) recently used grid lines laid

on the surface of the specimens using the photoresist æchniçe. The measured

displacements of the grid points, following introduction of a rcsidual stress freld, were used

as the boundary conditions for a frniæ element model of the specimen. The method

provided residual stress distribution over the entire region, of interest [,am and Lian

(1939)1. This method was unavailable foruse in this work.

8



Chapter 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Accurately modelling rrsidual stress fields has proved to be diffrcult There is a lack of

agrcement benveen residual stress models and those measured experimentally [Saunder

(1991)1. Iri this work, an estimate was derived experimentally for the average residual

stress field over a set distance beyond the location of the application of the overload.

Chapûer 5 describes how a value for the average residual stress field produced by the

application of an overload, was found experimentally.

2.4. Combined Effect of Applied Stresses and Residual Stresses

The theory of linear superposition has been used by many rosearchers [Lam and Lian

(1989), Averbach and Bingztre (1984), Skalli and Flavenot (1984), Fleck and Smith (1984),

Nelson (19S2)l to combine the effect of the residual and applied stresses upon fatigue crack

growth raæ. For example, Averbach et al (1984) used the superposition approach and

associaæd the inærnal stressos with an inærnal stress inænsity factor, K¡ which wa.s added

to the applied stress inænsity factor, Ku. Thus the net or effective stress inænsþ, Ç,
became:

&=Ka+Ki

wher€, IÇ=

Ka=

the effective sress inænsity factor

the applied stess inænsity factor, calculaæd from the

applied load P, the crack length, and the specimen

geometry

the inærnal süess inænsity factor introduced by other

factors such as inærnal sress, side loads erc.

Ki

9
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o
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t
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a -- +

llltt lt I
a
It rlllt

Figure. 2.2. Illustration of the superposition principle

They assumed a residual stress pattern inferred from data which were taken from a flat

surface which was carburised at the same time. Their work was a qualiøtive exercise a,s

notch effects were not considered nor the redistribution of residual stresses which takes

place a.s the crack propagates through the residual süess zone.

Fleck and Smittr (1934) investigaæd the effect of periodic overloads and periodic

underloads in low strength steels and an aluminitm alloy. By correlating crack gfowth with

that part of the applied stress range for which the crack is open (AIÇf), they were able to

account for both retarded and acceleraæd growth. Fleck et øl (1984) also siæd the major

disadvant¿ge with the AK"6 approach ie. there is no simple design rules to enable ÂÇff to

be calculaæd from maærial properties and extensive testing is rcquired before the method

can be used effectively. Lam (1989) noted the need for extensive testing to calibrate 
^IÇf

models for specifrc maærials and expressed the need for furttrer investigations. Finney and

Deirmendjin (1992) examined equations devetoped for ÂK"6 and noted that the forrnulas

were material dependant

The rrsidual stress fields described above are assumed to rcmain constant and do not

redistribuæ as the crack propagatÊs. In rcality the inærnal stresses in a component change

10



Chapter 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

as the crack propagatÊs in order to meet the requirement of equilibrium on the crack line.

For the superposition theory to accurately prcdict crack retardation due to a change in the

^K 
(^Keff), it is important to know how the residuat stress field changes as crack growth

continues afær the overload. Lam (1989) showed that if stress redistribution is not

accounted for it can lead to non-conservative life prediction. Despiæ this the effect of

residual stress redistribution as the crack propagates is ofæn not taken into account [-am

and Lian (1989)1. To measure the stress field using either the X-ray diffraction method or

the hole-drilling method at very small crack growth intervals would be a long and labour

intensive procedure. Hence in this work an average value was obtained for the length of

crack growth which experienced retardation. Chapær 5 describes in detâil how this was

achieved.

To effectively and viably implement in practice the theory demonstrated by researchers it is

neÆessary to develop models which describe their work. These models can then form the

basis for computer programs which can be used to predict crack gfowth. Any model should

obviously be rigorously vatidated with experimental results before being used to predict

crack growth in any practical situation.

2.5. RetardationModels

There have been a number of crack growth models developed which have endeavouttd to

account for load interaction effects. These models a.re of two types [Broek (1986)]:

(Ð models based on crack tip pla^sticity ("first generation" models)

(ü) models based on crack closure ("serond generation' models)

11
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Wheeler [Meguid (1989), Broek (1986)] used a rctardation parameter, phi in his first

generation model based on the ratio of the current plastic zone size and the size of the

plastic enclave formed at an overload to predict reduced crack growth due to rcsidual

stresses. These models rely completely on material specific empirical constants which can

be adjusæd to fit experimenal results. The model proposed by Wheeler has become

popular due to its use of a single ret¿rdation constant. The Wheeler model is discussed in

detait in chapær 4 where it is used as the basis for a Pascal program developed in this study.

Elber (1963) intoduced the notion of the crack opening load, which is defined as the load

level at which the crack surfaces have lost contact along the entire crack. de Kong et al

(1992) reviewed a computer model which incorporated this concept and which has been

applied in practice. Once again, however, they noæd that the weakness of the approach

was that it relied on empirically obtained "material" parameters. This, thereforc, introduced

the need for extensive test programs to deærmine these parameters for each new material

under investigation.

More recent crack growth models have attempæd to incorporate the concept of crack

closure [Ewalds et al (1991)]. In such models the level of stress at which the crack begms

opening (oop) is required. This method again reliqs on extensive experimental testing to

obtain required paramet€rs and in addition uses large complex computer programs to

implement the models. Robin et al (L984) in their work on the influence of multiple

overloads concluded that the crack closure concept could not satisfactorily explain

retardation but rather suggested using a residual stress model of crack growth retardation.

Crack growth models which are based on crack tip plasticity rcly heavily on formulas

derived for the size of the plastic zone createÅ by each load cycle. These models assume

that the length of retardation caused by the application of an overload is directly relaæd to

t2
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the length of the overload plastic zone. The size of the plastic zones created by subsequent

loading cycles will deærmine for how many cycles the retardation will occur.

2.6. Plastic TnneSize

Crack growth models based upon crack-tip plasticity, like Wheeler fMeguid (1989), Broek

(1986)l and to a degree CG9OARL [McDonnell Dougla.s Aircraft Company (1991)] rely on

using a formula for calculating the plastic zone sizn c¡eaæd by a load (equation 2.1). For an

overload, the plastic zone sizp calculation will deærmine the length over which crack

growth retardation occurs. The number of load cycles which are reta¡ded will be

determined by the plastic zone size produced by each load cycle. Crack growth rctardation

ce¿rses if the calculaæd plastic zone size at a given crack length extends beyond the edge of

the original overload plastic zone region. This inæraction of plastic zones following an

overload will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

The general equation for the plastic mne sizn is of the following form:

_(1 ELrp- "pz 2
Q.L)

oys

where

The value of the above const¿nt Cpz is dependant on the st¿te of stress in the component.

The plane strain plastic zone is significantly smaller than the plane stress plastic zone. Plain

strain conditions exist in this work and according to Irwin [Broek (1986) the value of. Cpz

rp

Cp,

K¡

oys

plastic zone sizn

constånt

Mode-I stess inænsity factor

yield sress of the material
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= len X commonly taken but not universally used for plane strain conditions. An

examination of the source code for the CG9OARL crack growth program (a modified

version of a computer program writûen by the McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company)

indicaæd that the value of Cpzused in that program was:

cv Beta
Q.2)

TC

where:

Beta =0.333333 + 0 .5* Alplra + 0.166667 * Alptn2

The value of Alphø referred heir as the rctardation parameter McDonnell Douglas Ai¡craft

Company (1991) was by default equal to znto resulting in a value of Cpz= ll3n. This is

exactly twice the value suggesæd by Invin and recommended by Broek (l6n). This is a

major differcnce in a factor which plays a major role in determining retarded crack growth

due to the inæraction of pla.stic zone sizes (Ihe CG90ARL program is discussed in more

detail in Chapær 4).

Models such as the one proposed by Wheeler [Broek (1986)] assume that crack ret¿rdation

occrrs over the length of the plastic zone cr:eated by the overload. The work done by

\Vard-Close et al (1988) indicaæd that the distance over which crack growth was retarded

by the overloads was well in excess of the computed ma¡rimum extent of the overload

plastic zone sizn. The investigations by Ward{lose ¿ú al rcvealed a poûential for error in

ret¿rded crack growth predictions based on plastic zone sizes. The following section will

discuss other sources of error identified by researchers of crack growth prediction

methodology.

(2.3)
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2.7. Accuracy of Crack Growth Prediction

Experimentally obtained crack growth data for most materials produces considerable

scatter. Repeat experiments for the same matorial, using identical specimens, in controlled

environments, and applylng the same constant amplitude loading, can produce vastly

different results. Finney and Deirmendjian (1992) cited ttrat the known variability in crack

growth rate dat¿ m¿y be of the order of two. This suggests that material anomalies play a

large part in deærmining crack growth. If a crack growth model fails to exactly predict

crack growth subsequently found during experiments or under working conditions, it does

not therefore prove that the predictive method is unsound.

Broek (1936) lists the following factors which can affect the accuracy of any crack grolvth

prediction model:

(Ð uncertainty in the local [residua[ sftss level;

(ü) uncertainty in the stness inænsity calculation;

(rü) insufficientknowledge of the load spectn'rm applied;

(Ð possible environmental effects; and

(v) the quality of the constant amplitude crack growth rate data used.

The extent of each of these factors and their relevance to this work will be discussed in laûer

chapters. Taking into account all the errors that can enûer throughout in such a complex

analysis it appears that a substantial safety factor should be applied to crack growth

predictions. Instead of applying individual safety factors to each poûential source of error a

safety factor is normally applied to the final result obtained. In practice this means dividing

the number of cycles to a certain crack length by a constant safety factor.

Before embarking on an experimenal program to observe both constant amplitude fatigue

crack growth and crack growth retardation due to the application of an overload a rcview

of experimental proceduros \ilas caried out. Fleck and Smith (1984) noûed that load

15
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interaction studies are complicated and rcquirc higtrly developed experimental æchniques to

see each of the phenomena involved.

2.8. Experimental Techniques

Taylor and Knott (1984) investigaæd the effect of load cycling frequency on fatigue crack

propagation rate da/dN. They tested at firequencies benveen 0.1 Hz and 100 Hz and found

that crack growth rate per cycle increa.sed as the firequency decreased. \Vithin the range of

frequencies studied a change in fi:equency by a factor of 10 caused a change in da/dN by a

factor of 1.3. It is important to be aware of this effect if prcdictions of fatigue life in service

are to be made using the rpsults of laboratory tÊsts accelerated by increasing frequency.

Ranganathan et al (1984) studied the influence of the initial range of stress inænsity factor

(ÂK) level on the fatigue crack retårdation process n2024-T351 aluminium alloy following

an overload. The test firequency w¿rs 20Hz in air, the load ratio (R = min load/max load)

was 0.1 and the overload ratio was very near 2. Altrr the tests the specimen surfaces were

examined under inærfercntial contrast to analyse the development of the plastic zones and

the behaviour of the crack in the overload affecæd region. Their experimental results

showed that several types of delay behaviour were observed according to the initial AK

level for the same overload ratio. The conditions for their occurrence and the governing

factors were:

(Ð t ow ÂKregion: high delay and even crack arest, under plain strain

condition, the microstructural factors playing an

importantrole;

minimum delay corresponding to apredeformed

fatigue zone of the order of 1 grain and to the

(ü) Mid 
^Kregion:
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(Ð High ÂK region:

ransition from plane strain to plane stress conditions

at the crack tip; and

more pronounced delay associaæd with the plane

stress conditions developed at the crack tip and

residual stness effect

Robin et at (1984) studied the influence of applymg multiple overloads on fatigue crack

growth. They noæd that the distance affected by overload wa.s independent of the number

of overloads but the number of cycles to propagate that distance did increase with increased

number of overloads. This suggests that the inænsity or magnitude of the compressive

¡esidual stress is increased by the increase in number of overloads while the size of the

plastic zone, which deærmines the length over which retardation occurs, is not affecæd by

the increasing number of overloads.

The accurate measurement of the crack length at any time is the most important factor to be

considered in any experimental work designed to investigate crack propagation raùes. The

three most cornmon methods used by the other resea¡chers were:

(Ð tavelling microscope;

(ü) the DC potÊntial drop method; and

(üi) the compliance method.

No crack growth measrrement method was available in the Departnent of Mechanical

Engineering at the start of this work. One of the objectives of this work was therefore to

develop methods of fatigue crack growth measurement.

17
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2.9. ResearchObjectives

The main objective of this work was to determine the stress inænsþ arising from residual

stress disribution at a fatigue crack tip. To achieve this the following work was

undertaken:

(Ð investigaûe Mode I sffess intensity factor values in the specimens under

consideration, using FEM calculations;

(ü) develop methods of measuring crack growth during fatigue æsting;

(1ä) produce a daldN vs ÂK curve for aluminium Alloy 7050-TI45l;

(Ð demonstrate crack growth retardation following application of a single

overload;

(v) quantify 
^&ff 

values in the overload affecæd area;

(Ð compare the ability of computer models to predict both constant arnplitude

fatigue crack growth and crack growth following an overload; and

(vü) demonstate the incrcase in fatigue life att¿inable using periodically applied

overloads.

18



CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

3.0. Introduction

In this chapter the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) will be reviewed with

panicular emphasis placed on the role of the stress inænsity factor. Various methods for

deærmining the value of the sffess inænsity factor at different crack lengths, for the centre-

cracked flat plate specimens are described and finally compared in the last section (3.3.5) of

this chapter.

3.1. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

Failures under loading conditions well below the maærial yield stress often occur in

structures with small cracks or material flaws. Such faih¡rcs have highlighæd that

conventional static strength studies are not always sufficient to guarantee structural integrity

under operational conditions. The field of study which considers crack-extension behaviour

as a function of applied loads is known as fracture mechanics lDatly and Riley]. When

flaws such as cracks exist in a body, elastic theory is not suffrcient to completely predict the

onset of failure due to the geometry of the crack tip. The crack tip is sharp with a radius of

curyature approaching zero which leads to the prcdiction of local stresses which tend to

infinity. Fracture mechanics treats this singular state of stress at the crack tip by using a

quantity known as the sn€ss intensity factorK, defined as:

f, =tm(.,ffir) (3.1)r+0

Equation (3.1) provides a stress inænsity factor that is a linear function of the loads applied

to the body and provides a means of deærmining the critical load condition. Chaptsr 2
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discussed the exisænce of the plastic zone formed at the crack tip during fatigue loading.

The radius of the plastic zone is small enough in relation to the entire crack length to just'rfy

using the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics in all cases.

A crack in a solid can be süessed in three differcnt modes leading to three different stress

inænsity factors. Normal stresses produce the'bpening mode" or Mode I loading in which

the displacements of the crack surfaces are perpendicular to the plane of the crack as shown

in figure 3.1. Mode I is the most predominant stress situation in many practical situations

and consequently this work will only deal with the corresponding stress inænsity factor, K¡.

Figure 3.1 Mode I loading definition

The stress inænsity factor deærmines the rate of fatigue crack growth per load cycle. If a

constant amplitude fatigue load varies between znto and some positive value, the stress

inænsity cycles over a range ÁK = Kmar, - Kmin, where Km¡n = 0. It follows that the rate

of fatigue crack propagation per cycle (daldN) must therefore depend upon the stress

inænsity range ÂK . It has been found experimentally that provided the stress ratio, R =

o.¡r/o-*, is the same then ÂK correlaæs fatigue crack growth raæs in specimens of

differcnt geometry. Although rrsea¡chers have noted that crack growth rates under such

controlled conditions, may vary by as much as a factor of 2 [Finney and Deirmendjian

(L992)1. The two most widely used formulae for describing crack growth rate crtrves are

[Broek, Wanhill]:
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#--c(^K)' - Paris'equation

- Forman's equation

= half of crack tength

= numberof loadcycles applied

= maærial constånts

= range of stress inænsity factor (^K = Kmar. - K^itr)

(3.2)

da C(^K)"
dN (1- R)K" - LK

where î

N

c,n

AK

(3.3)

The initial concept proposed by Paris was that for an elastic body with only a small amount

of plasticity at the crack tip if Itrit was a universal indicator of the onset of fracture then

ÂK might be a measure of fatigue crack growth. Paris' equation describes a linear

rclationship between ÂK and da/dN (lognog scale) while Forman later modified the

equation to more accurately describe the sinusoidal relationship found experimentally . The

straight line assumption was found to be inappropriaûe at very low crack gfowth rates and

at very high crack growth rates. This work was restricæd to crack growth rates which are

adequately described using a straight line approximation and hence Paris' equation was used

in all theoretical calcutations. To obtain the constants C and n needed in Paris' equation

experimental dat¿ must be obtained for the material rcquired. In a double-logarithmic plot,

the daldN versus ÂK ofæn fall on a straight line, allowing the calculation of the constants C

and n using any two points.

The stness inænsity factor for mode-I has the following form:

(3.4)K, =Yoú-
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where Y dimensionless configuration factor expressed a.s a

function of crack length and specimen geometry

remotely applied nominal stess

The value of Y can be found experimentally, or for common geometries is also available

from tables. For the case of a centre cracked flat plate Broek (1986) suggests the following

formula for Y which the ASTM-8647 also recommends:

(3.s)

where W width of the cracked plate

Combining equations (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) provides a useful relationship between crack

growth rate, da/dN, and the crack length, a:

da
C(o.,6øsec1ry¡¡' (3.6)

o

)rs-
wf-- sec(

dN

where C and n are both material specific constants. See figure 3.3 for the definition of the

crack length terminology used in equation (3.6).

3.2. Prediction of Fatigue Crack Growth - Constant Amplitude Loading

The main purpose of crack growth prcdictions is to construct a crack growth curye: crack

length 'a' versus number of loading cycles 'N'. It is possible to predict crack growth from

any da/dN versus ÂK curve, provided the relationship between crack length, a, and 
^K 

is

known and the material constants, C and n in equation (3.6), have been calculated. The

crack length "a" versus number of cycles "N" curye is then obt¿ined by inægrating equation

(3.6):
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qf

N=J (3.7)

a.

b.

Equation (3.7) is often calculated numerically using computer programs. Wanhill et al,

provides a description of the algorithm used in such programs:

choose a suiøble increment of crack growth, dai = a,*t - urt

calculate 
^K 

(in this case using equations 3.4 and 3.5) for the crack length

corresponding to the mean of the crack growth increment, ie. (ai.'1 + aù12;

determine daldN for this value of ÂK (using equation 3.6);

calculate dNi from da1(daldN)i;

fepeat the previous sûeps over the required range of crack gfowth and sum the

values of dN¡.

Chapær 5 describes the experiment conducted and the dat¿ reduction method used to

construct the daldN versus ÂK curve for aluminium 7050-W451, and to calculate the

material constants C and n. Chapær 6 shows the lresults of a computer model writæn by the

author to numerically inægrate equation (3.6).

Equations (3.1) through to (3.6) have been found to provide reasonable predictions for

fatigue crack propagation in a wide range of maærials. The equations however, ignore a

number of pararneters which have been shown to affect crack growth such as the applied

stress ratio, and the effect of residual stresses (as discussed in chapær 2). Researchers have

therefore modified Paris' equation (equation 3.2) by replacing the stress inænsity factor

range 
^K 

with an effective stress inænsity factor range 
^IÇf. 

The concept of ÂÇ6 was

described in chapær 2 a¡d its role in this work is discussed in chapter 5.

c.

d.

e.
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3.3. The Stress Intensity F'acúor K¡

As highlighæd in section 3.1, the stress inænsity factor is the most critical part of LEFM

and therefore warranted thorough investigation in this work. Some of the currently

available methods for deærmining Kl for the geometry shown at figure 3.2 ate described in

the following sections 3.3.1 through to 3.3.4.

175sm¡n

175mrn

I"ûm¡n

74rnrnm

Figure 3.2 Specimen dimensions

The results obtained from each method are displayed graphically and compared to one

another in section 3.3.5. The crack length definitions used in the following sections are

represented at frgure 3.3:
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a a

w

Figure 3.3 Crack length definition for M(I) specimen

Figure 3.2 shows that the specimens provided by AMRL cont¿ined starter notches 12 mm

in length. In the following sections the first value of stress inænsity factor K¡ was therefore

calculaæd at crack half length a (see figure 3.3) of 6 mm. The final value of K1 was

calculaæd for a = 35 mm which is roughly 0.95 W afær which the equations used are

deemed invalid [ASTM-E647].

3.3.1. Ilandbook values for K¡

The Compendium of Stress Inænsity Factors lRooke and Cartwright (1976)] is a

compilation of solutions to st¿tic crack problems, presented in a simple graphical form.

Solutions for the plaæ in this work were extracted from Table 1.3.1 "Two cracks at a

circular hole in a rectangular sheet: uniform unia¡rial tensile stress" (see Appendix M). The

case modelled in Table 1.3.1 is a rectangular sheet of width 2b and height 4b containing a

central hole of radius "r" with two equal length cracks perpendicular to the applied stress o.

For a range of a/b values (a = half crack length) and for three values of r/b, the ratio of

K/KO are plotæd, where:

(3.8)Ko=ofi
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Unfortunately the plate used in this work did not have a height/width ratio of 2 and the r/b

value of 0.054 was not plotted in the figure provided at Table 1.3.1. r/b=0.0 and r/b=0.25

were plotted but the dramatic difference in the shape of the respective curves prevented

inærpolation forr/b=0.054. Two assumptions were therefore made beforc Table 1.3.1 was

used:

That the plaæ had a height/width ratio of 2 (no other table exists); and

That r/b=0.0.

At r/b=0.0 the values in Tabte 1.3.1 are identical to Table 1.1.1 (see Appendix N) 'Cental

crack in a rect¿ngular sheet: uniform uniÐdat tensile stress" (ie. no hole). However, the

K/KO values were obtained from Table 1.3.1 as it contained a longer range of a/b values

than did Table 1.1.1. The K¡/Kg values and the corresponding Kl results using equation

(3.a) are presented in Table 3.1.

half crack length a (mm) Kl/Ko Kr (MPa.ffi-l
6 1.01 118.5

7.5 L.025 t34.5
10 1.05 159.1

t2.5 1.06 r79.5
15 1.10 204.r

t7.5 1.15 230.5

20 1.22 26t.4
22.5 1.31 297.7

25 t.42 340.1

27.5 1.60 401.9

30 1.85 485.4

32.5 2.30 628.r
35 not available not available

Table 3.1 K¡ values obtained from Compendium of Stness Inænsity Factors
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3.3.2. Standard for crack growth ratc detcrmination

ASTM 8647-88a describes the standard test method for measurement of fatigue crack

growth rates (see Chapùer 5 for details of this st¿ndard). Results are expressed in ærms of

the crack-tip stress inænsity factor range (^K), for which the standard provided the

following expression:

APLK= #secË
B

(3.e)

where a =2al\Nt expression valid for 2al\N < 0.95 (ie a - 35 mm for this work).

The values produced from equation (3.9) are good approximations to those obtained from

the handbook in Table 3.1, making the equation ideal for computerised data reduction as

described in ASTM 8647. It is important to note that in equation (3.9) there is no attempt

to account for the presence of the hole in the plate, which was not meant to be part of the

model but wa.s placed there so that the stå.rter notches could be cut. The resulting K¡ values

obt¿ined using equation (3.9) arc tabled below in Table 3.2:
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half crack length a (mm) Kr (MPa.ffil
6 119.3

7.5 134.6

10 158.7

t2.5 t82.4
15 206.9

t7.5 233.5

20 263.6

22.s 299.0

25 343.0
27.5 401.0
30 484.9

32.5 626.t
35 973.2

Table 3.2 Klresults using equation (3.9)

3.3.3. Finite Element Analysis

Finite Element Methods @EM's) are a widely used structural analysis tool. The Mechanical

Engineering Deparfrnent at the University of Adelaide uses the ANSYS package for FEM

analysis. To gain experience in using FEM softrva¡e, and to investigate the extent of their

use in Fracture Mechanics problems, the specimens æsæd were modelled using Version 5.0

of ANSYS running on a DEC UND( machine.

ANSYS was used to calculaæ the Opening Mode Stress Inænsity Factor (Kl) at the crack

tip. The recommended element tne [ANSYS LJser's Manual (1992)] for a two-

dimensional fracture model was the PLANE2 elemenL The element was defined by six

nodes, each having two degrees of fteedom at each node. The Young's Modulus for the

elements of aluminium 7050:n451 was entered as 68900 MPa and Poisson's ratio as 0.33.

Due to the symmetry in both the X and Y directions of the plate investigated, only one half

of the plaæ and one edge of the crack was required to be modelled. Effectively, only one

quarter of the specimen was modelled as in figue 3.4.
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1111111

Arca2

L7

L8L6

w

Area 1

L1

L5

L3

a2

fip (')

Figure 3.4 Schematic of ANSYS model used

The main area of interest on the model was at the simulaæd crack tþ, shown on figrne 3.4.

To obt¿in accrrate results for K¡ the model required concentrated meshing at that point.

Such fine mesh control was not needed for the remainder of the model. To significantly

reduce mesh generation times and therefore solution times, the model was divided into two

parts. The two patts were named areas 1 and2 and are also shown on figure 3.4. Figure
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3.5a shows an example of the mesh automatically generated by ANSYS for the specimen

under consideration. Figure 3.5b is a close up of the mesh at the simulaæd crack tip

indicating the concentration at that point.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 Example of ANSYS mesh used - (a) overall and (b) close up of crack tip
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Constraining loads were applied úo defrne the symmetry planes for the model. Line numbers

2,5 and 6 of figure 3.4 were constrained, leaving line 1 and the quarær hole unrestrained to

model the hole in the plate, and the crack length at a given time. The crack tip, at the point

which divided lines 1 and 2, was moved to obtain each re4uircd crack length and

subsequent calculation of K¡. A surface prcssure load of -27.0n MPa (corresponding to a

+20 kl.{ load applied to an area 10 mm by74 mm) was applied to line 7.

The ANSYS command KCArc deærmined the stress inænsity factor (Kl) at each crack

length using a linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis. The analysis uses a fit of the nodal

displacements in the vicinity of the crack , as shown in figure 3.6.

+)Çu

Figure 3.6 Nodes used for the approximate crack tip displacements (half-crack model)

The actual vertical displacements at and near a crack for a linear elastic material, for theta =

+/-180 degrees and neglecting higlrer order terrns IANSYS theory manual], can be

expressed as:

I

v= .fie(l+x) (3.10)

vwhere displacement in ttre y direction
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G

r

v

x

= shear modulus

= coordinate in the local coordinaûe system

= Poisson's ratio

= 3-4v

Equation (3.10) is rearanged to give an expression for K¡:

2G
K, = ''t-2n 1+¡

Tt
^t;

Kr-J-2ßryr+x

(3.11)

The final factor in equation (3.11), l"ll& , was evaluated ba.sed on the nodal displacements

at locations I, J, and K shown in figure 3.6. The vector v was normalised so that v at node I

was zero. As Kf was required at the crack tip, ie. when r=0, the value A was deærmined

from:

*S=n (3.t2)

Hence equation (3.11) becomes:

(3.13)

Stipulating plane strain conditions and utilising the KCAI-C command discussed above, the

results obtained using the ANSYS package are tabulated at Table 3.3.
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half cracklength a (mm) Kr (MPa.ffi-l
6 136.2

7.5 r52.7
10 r79.1

12.5 205.4

15 232.7

17.5 262.5

20 296.3

22.5 336.5

25 386.8

27.5 453.6

30 550.9

32.5 7TT.7

35 t122.5

Table 3.3 Results obtained for K¡ using ANSYS version 5.0

An equation was frtæd to the K¡ data produced by ANSYS (see Table 3.3) so that values

could be determined at any crack lengÍh benueen 6 mm and 35 mm. This could then be

used in place of equation (3.9) in the crack growth routines discussed in chapter 4 to see the

resulting change in fatigue life predicted.

K, (3.r4)

where

a

b

c

d

e

9.6739

0.0725

30.3227

-0.0025

-0.4725
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An example of the output produced by the KCAIC command, including the node numbers

used, their displacements (v), and the rcsulting K¡ value, is shown at Appendix A.

3.3.4. Weight Function

The stress inænsity factor for a non-uniform but symmetic loading can be obtained from

the stress inænsity for another simple case of symmetic loading using weight functions

[Broek (1986)]. A weight function is unique to a given geometry and is independent of the

loading from which it was derived. Stress inænsity factor solutions can be obtained from

the following general expression [Parker (1981)]:

7çr-[n@)m(x,a) dx (3.1s)

where p(x) the sEess disfibution along the x-axis in the uncraclæd

m(x, a)

structure

the weight function

Kanazawa [Nelson (1932)] developed a weight function for the cenhe cracked plaæ used in

this work. His weight function m(x,a) is as follows:

2sin (3.16)m(x,a)= WsinffsinS dx

Figure 3.10 is a graph of Kanazawa's weight function when a = 15 for -a <x < a. Noæ that

equation (3.15) is undefined at x = a due to the lsin(ru (a-x))]-l ærm, so m(x,a) at x = a was

not plotted.
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Figure 3.7 Kanazawa's Weight Function m(x,a=15)

Kanazawa's weight function is applicable to centre cracked plates only and therefore does

not take into account the effect the hole would have on the solution in this case. In order to

use Kanazawa's function, the hole was ignored in the geomeüry (and hence the weight

function) and accounted for in the applied stress disuibution. The stress distribution along

the axis of the uncracked structure was obtained from ANSYS. For an applied stress of

27.0 MPa, the finiæ element solution for the stress in the Y direction, from the edge of the

hole to the edge of the plaæ was obtained. A least squares package was used to fit an

exponential equation to this stress distribution. The curye was divided into four sections to

enable a precise curve frt with correlation factors (tã tqoul or better than 0.999. The

results are shown at figure 3.8. Note that the maximum stress appears at the edge of the

hole and is very close to the 3.o value that theory prcdicts, and the value levels out at

approximaæly the level of the applied stress.
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P(x)
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ó0
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^o
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l0

-t5 -ì0 -5 5 t0 l5

(3.r7)

-t0

r (mm)

Figure 3.8 ANSYS stress disnibution for the plaæ with hole but no crack

The complete formula for p(x) w :

O <lrl <0.25: p(x)= -3.8964

0.2s<lrl<z.o : p(x)= -t4.2559+49.0957*lxl-66.9986*1.r1242.99s1*lal3

2.0<lxl<2.72s17 : p(x)= -45.1664 * ("1 - 2) +79.906

lxl>z.tzon : p(x)= 26.7st006+7.450222t(xl-z¡+20.169341*expf<lrl-zll

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) were substituæd into equation (3.15) and numerically

integrated for each crack length required. A Fortran program was written to perform the

inægration requircd in equation (3.15). Open inægration was required as equation (3.15)

was undefined at x=a. To obtain the most accuratc result the inægration routine was

divided into two parts. Figure 3.9 shows the product of the functions p(x) and m(x,a), for a

= 15 mm. Closed inægration, utilising the Trapezoidal algorithm [Numerical Recþs], was
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performed for x from -a to (a-0.1). Open integration, utilising the Rhomberg algorithm

[Numerical Recþs], was used to evaluate the integral from x = (a-0.1) to x =+4.

P(x).M(x)

250

200

r50

r00

50

-t5 -t0 -5 l0 l5
-50

Figure 3.9 Weight Function: p(x) multiptied by m(x,a)

A subroutine called Kanazawa was used to multiply p(x) by m(x,a) at each of the function

evaluations performed. Appendix B is a listing of the Fortran program kanazawa.f (main

program) used to peiform the inægration at each crack length. The subroutine "inûograte"

was t¿ken from literature [Numerical Recipes] and was incorporaûed inûo Kanazawa.f using

the 'include' command in Fortran. The pro$am wa,s compiled using the SUN Forhan

compiler for UNIX and the results are lisæd in Table 3.4 below. Figure 3.9 shows that the

magnitude of K¡ predicæd by ttris method would depend on the largest value of x used in

the integration routine. As x approached "a" (but was never equal to "a"), the value of

p(x).m(x,a) increased dramatically resulting in an increase in the value of K¡.

5
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crack leneth (mm) Mode I Stress Int€nsity Factor, Kr
6 r32.4

7.5 r45.5
10 166.7

12.5 r87.7
15 209.0

t7.5 23r.7
20 256.6

22.5 285.4
25 320.4

27.5 366.0
30 43t.6

32.5 542.8

35 818.1

Table 3.4 Kl values calculaæd using Y;,anazawa's Weight Function

Bueckner [Parker(l981), Broek (1986)] developed a weight function for an edge crack in a

plate. Bueclrrer's function was investigated as an exercise. The stress profile for the plaæ

with a hole p(x) was already obtained from ANSYS. Of course in the case of an edge

crack, the applied constraints at lines 2,5, and 6 of frgue 3.4 are not valid and a,s expected,

the resulting K¡ values were considerably higher than those prcdicæd by Kanazawa's

function and the ANSYS package.

3.3.s. Comparison of results

The Ky values in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 are very close and produced nearly identical curves

when graphed. This result was expected because the equation recommended by the ASTM,

equation (3.9), is an approximation to the data available in tables such as the Compendium

of Stess Inænsity Factors.

Figurc 3.10 shows that the values predicæd by equation (3.9) as rccornmended by the

ASTM, r^,ere consisæntly below those predicæd by the ANSYS v5.0 package. As
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mentioned in section 3.3.2, equation (3.9) wa.s an approximation to data provided by

published literature. Equation (3.9) was found to provide K¡ values neady identical to

those presented for the case of a centre-cracked plaæ in the Compendium of stress inænsity

factors (see section 3.3.1). The equation therefore assumes, in accordance with Table 1.3.1

of the Compendium, that the plaæ had a height/width ratio of 2 and that there was no hole

present. Neither of these assumptions was valid in the plate investigaæd in this work (see

figurc 3.2).

ASTM vS ANSYS

r2æ

rm
8æ

óæ

4æ

2û
0

0 5 r0 t5 n 25 30 35

q (mm)

---ts ASTM_Eó47 # ANSYS

Figurc 3.10 Comparing ASTM formula with ANSYS results

Figure 3.11 compares the results obtained from equation (3.9) shown in Table 3.2 and the

results from Kanazawa's weight function shown atTable 3.4. As expected, the Y:anazawa

results are higher at crack tip locations closer to the hole (6 mm < a < 12.5 mm), due to the

magnitude of the stress profile at the hole (see frgure 3.8). The effects of this non constant

süess profile gfadually decrease until at a=20 mm, where the curr¡es begin to depart. Figure

3.11 indicaæs that Kanazawa values could be assumed to be valid to the point wherc a =

225 mm, or a=0.6W in this case.
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Figure 3.11 Comparing ASTM formula with Kanazawa results

Figure 3.12 compares the values obt¿ined from ANSYS, Kanazawa's weight function, and

equation (3.9). For crack lengths up to about 12.5 mm, the Kanazawa rcsults were within

97o of. those obtained using the ANSYS package and the ASTM values were within 117o.

Afær that point both the Kanazawa's results and those produced using the ASTM

recommended formula (equation 3.9), were found to be lower than those prcdicæd by the

finiæ element package ANSYS. At a simulated crack length of 22.5 mm the Kanazawa

result wus ISVo less than the ANSYS value and the ASTM-E647 rtsult was lIVo less than

the figure predicted by ANSYS. The differences incrpased to 27Vo a¡d I37o respectively at

the final crack length investigaæd of 35 mm.
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Figure 3.12 Comparing ASTM formulq AIISYS, and Kanazawaresults
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CHAPTER 4

COMPUTER MODELS FOR CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS

4.1. CG9OARL

4.1.1. Introduction

In November of 1991 AMRL received source code and user information for a program

writæn and developed bV McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company (McAir) which had been

used for the damage tolerance analysis of several of the company's aircraft programs. The

program, called CG90, was used for crack growth predictions for the F/A-18 aircraft, which

is currently in service with the R.rMIl. AMRL is undertaking further research into the

damage tolerance of the F/A-18 aircraft under Rrq.AIr ftying conditions. AMRL has

reviewed the CG90 program and subsequently made several modifications to correct

prediction trends that were inconsistent with experimental observations. The modif,red

program was named CG9OARL.

A copy of the CG9OARL program was provided by AMRL to the author under strict

conditions due to the intellectual property of the program. Consequently, this report will

not mention the algorithms used in the program or any details of the way the source code

was structured. Studies done on the program by Bos (1991) and Potts (1992) are available

for those authorised to view them.

The CGSOARL program was used during this research to predict crack growth in

aluminium 7050 - Tl-45l and the results compared to fatigue experiments conducted in this

study. The code was modified to include an extra output file which contained only the

crack length and number of cycles information, to stoaÍtline the plotting of results in the

Excel spreadsheet package.
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4.1.2. CG90ARL Material Data tr'ile

The materiat data file cont¿ins mechanical properties, fracture toughness, and constant

amplitude crack growth rate data for load ratio R=0. The file is read by the CG9OARL

program during nrn time and the format of the file is as shown in Table 4.1. AMRL

provided the material data file 7050SI.A}IL which cont¿ined the relevant maærial properties

and daldN versus ÂK dat¿ for aluminium 7050-T?451, in S.I. units. Figure 4.1 is a log/log

plot of that daldN versus ÂK dat¿ and a copy of the 7050SI.ANL material file used in this

work is shown at Appendix C.

Title
Modulus of Elasticity Poisson's ratio

Cyclic Proponional Limit
(elastic vield limit)

Cyclic 0.27o Otrwt Yield
Sress

Monotonic 0.2% Offset
Yield Stness

Ultimate Stneneth Llltimaæ Strain

Critical Stress Inænsity
(Kr")

Number of ÂK v daldN
pairs (npts)

^K1
daldN1 )

) ÂK v daldN dat¿

Ì
ÂKnpts daldNnpts )

0 (end of frle flag)

Notes.
1.

2.

3.
be 1.

Conditions.
Young's Modulus
Poisson's ratio
Elastic limit
Elastic limit
Cyclic yield
Yield Stain

0
0
0
Ultimate limit
0
Proportional
Strains
0

<= Ultimaæ Yield

The AK values must be monoûonically increasing or decreasing.

The largest AK value should be just less than the critical süress inænsity factor.

The last line of the frle should be 0 unless the maærial is titanium where it should

Table 4.1 CG9OARL Maærial data file format and criæria
^Kmin
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AMRL P¡ovlded llst¡

ì.00E +00

I .00E -0 ì

I .00E -02

ì.00E -03

t.ooE -04

L00E -05

t.00E -0ó

L00E -07

ì.ooE -08

Raqe tn Strcoe Intemlty Facúor (MPa d{)Ð

Figure 4.1 daldN vs 
^K 

provided in 7050SI.ANL

4.1.3. CG90ARL Spectrum File

The spectrum file defines the simulaæd load variations which are to be applied by

CG!$ARL allowing the user to describe the exact load conditions and number of applied

cycles which are required. A sequence file may consist of a number of blocks of varied

loads or may simply consist of a single btock. In either case, the load sequence described in

the file will be repeaæd until the program ha.s reached one of the following stopping criæria:

(Ð user specified mærimum crack length exceeded;

(ü) user specifîed modmum number of cycles exceeded;

(Íl) K^ar. specifred in material data file exceeded; and/or

(Ð any program run time effor.

A cycle of loading is defined by a peak and a valley (dimensionless quantities) which, when

multiplied by the fatigue reference stress at the location under consideration, give the

maximum and minimum sfress in the cycle.

The spectrum fîle is organised as follows:
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Comment line 1 - prinæd in output file
Comment lu¡e2 - information only : not printed

Commentline 3 - information only : not orinted

No. of load levels in the
sDectrum

No. cycles rcpresenæd by
spectn¡m

maximum peak factor minimum valley factor
peakr valleyt no. cycles )

Ì load levels

Ì in block

Deak- valley" no. cycles Ì
0 (end of file flae)

a.

where:

CA

R00

Y20

Notes.
1. The fatigue reference stress is always a positive quantity; the sense of the loading is

specifred by the sign of the spectrum poaks and valleys.

Table 4.2 CG9OARL Load spectrum file format

Two examples of load spectrum files developed for this work were as follows:

filename = CAR00P20.SEQ

= constants amplitude.

= load ratio R = 0.

= load = 20 kN.

Constant Amplítude Loading, 0-20 kN
R=0.0
G.R. Rohrsheim Date
11
1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 1

0

Figure 4.2 Ftle CAR00P20.SEQ
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The type of load sequence file shown at figure 4.2 was used for simulating constånt

amplitude fatigue loading at a load ratio of R = 0.0. The file describes a single block with a

single load cycle described by a valley of 0.0 x rrferrnce stress and a peak of 1.0 x refertnce

stress. This block is repeaæd until one of the stopping criæria are met; the reference stress

value was supplied at program run time.

b. filename = OL.SEQ

where:

OL = overload.

Overload Sequence. Pol = 1.5 x Pmax
R = 0.ü 1 overload cycle followed by constant amplitude loading
G.R. Rohrsheim Date
2
1.5
1.5
1.0
0

1fiXxn0
0.0
0.0 1

0.0 9999Ð

Figurc 4.3 Fite OL.SEQ

The type of load sequence file shown at figure 4.3 was used for simulating the application of

a single overload followed by constant amplitude loading at load ratio R = 0.0. The block

was repeated every I million cycles until the program wa.s ended by any of the stopping

criæria. Different overload ratios were simulaæd by simply replacing all occurrences of

"1.5" in figure 4.3 with the required overload ratio.

4.1.4. CG9OARL Crack Growth Integration

The CG90ARL crack growth model uses the concept of an effective crack opening load as

proposed by Elber (1971) to describe retardation and acceleration of nominal constånt

amplitude crack growth rates when variable amplitude loading occrrs. The loading is
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represented as a series of constant amplitude load blocks stored in an external sequence file

as discussed in the previous section. In this work, an overload was applied (represented as

a one cycle load block) and the resulting retarded crack growth investigaæd. The factors

affecting the crack opening stress inænsity are dependent on the stress state (in this case

plane strain), the cyclic behaviour of the material, the applied loading, and the stress ratio R.

Once the effective stress inænsity change has been deærmined the cyclic crack growth rate

is found from another external file, the material data file (see section 4.1.2). The resulting

crack inqrement is added to the crack length and the number of cycles incrpmented by one.

The crack opening load for the next cycle (in accordance with the load sequence file) is

deærmined. The maximum and minimum loads are compared to the previously recorded

effective maximum and minimum loads and the progress of the crack through the plastic

zone created by the effective mÐdmum load is monitored. If any of the conditions for

setting a new effective mardmum or minimum load are met, then the opening load is

updaæd. This process is repeated for each cycle in the load block and for each load block

in the spectrum until failure occrrs or the rrquired number of cycles has been performed.

V/hen the end of the spectrum file is encountered it is rewound and rcpeaæd [Bos (1991)].

The program was used in the first instance to provide an estimate of the crack growth and

the number of cycles until Kttt* was exceeded under constant amplitude loading. For a

starting crack length of 7.0 mm (assuming a notch of 6 mm and fatigue precrack of 1 mm),

and using the sequence file CAR00P20.SEQ with a reference through stress of 27 lvlPa

[20000N(10 mm * 74 mm)], the results shown in Figure 4.4werc obtained.
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Figure 4.4 CG90ARL crack growth prediction for constant amplitude loading

The program ended aftþr 882,441 cycles at a crack length of 33.8 mm when K¡¡* was

exceeded.

4.1.5. CG9OARL Retardation Prediction due ûo Single Overload

A preliminary investigation inûo the CG90ARL program's ability to prcdict crack growth

retardation due to the application of an overload was carried out. A single overload applied

after 25000 cycles was simulated in a constant amplitude fatigue ûest and compared to the

results obtained in section 4.I.4. CG9OARL applies the ma,ximum load first so the overload

tost was conducted with an initial crack length of 7.18595 mm which wa.s the value of the

crack length after 25000 cycles in the above constant amplitude fatigue test. The

CG9OARL program provided a life shift option at the end of a program run which was used

to add 25000 cycles to each crack length "a" vs life "Nu point before the data were written

to file. Figure 4.5 shows that a simulaæd single overload at N=25000 cycles produced a

0 400000 ó00000

Life N (cydes)
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6.787o increase in life to 942,294 cycles before the critical stress inænsity factor (Kma")

value in the 7050SI.ANL frle was exceeded:

OG9OÀRL - Sl¡ele Overlmd

çonstAmdltudo

+ OverloodolN=25000

35

30

25
E
€
;20
h¡éo

iì5g
c
Loro

0 200000 400000 ó00000

Llfe N (cycles)

E00000 I000000

Figure 4.5 Ret¿¡dation due to single overload - CG9OARL

The diagram above clearly shows a flatæning of the crack grolvth curve after the overload

was applied afær 25000 cycles. This was followed by a return to the crack growth rate

predicæd by CGS0ARL for constant amplitude loading resulting in an overall incrtase in

specimen life.

To investigate the effects of the overload more closely, the crack growth data immediaæly

before and afær the overload application was investigated using Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Number of cycles effected by overload

The overload was applied at N1=!JQ00 cycles and normal crack growth ratÊs appear to

have resumed at rougtrly N2=$!500 (taken from actuat data). The number of cycles for

which crack growth was retårded was therefore calculated as:

N*= NZ-N1 = 64500 cYcles (4.1)

The crack length values at N1 and N2 were: al =7.18595, and a2=7.218505 respectively

The length over which crack glowth ret¿rdation occurred was therefore:

&t= a2-rl = 0.032555 mm (4.2)

The above exercise suggests that the distance over which crack retardation occurred was

roughly 0.032555 Ítm or a*. Chapûer 2 discussed crack growth models which use the size

of the plastic zone caused by the overload to deærmine the length for which ret¿rdation

occurs. Equation (2.1) was the general equation for the pla^stic zone size and equation (3.9)
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was the ASTM recoÍrmended formula for the calculation of K1. The relevant values for the

required variables to compute the size of the plastic zone for the above overload are shown

below:

Overload (P,t1)

crack length (a)

K¡

Cp,
o)"

= 361ùI
= 7.18595 mm

= 236.74I
=/o

427.2MPa

equation (3.9)

CG9OARL for alpha = 0

T05OSI.ANL

resulting in a compuæd plastic zone size of

= 0.032585 mm (4.3)

This shows that a* (see equation 4.2) ß essentially equal to rn which confirms that the

CGpQARL program uses the plastic zone sizn created by an overload to deærmine the

length over which crack retardation occurs. Once again it highlights the importance of

calculating a precise plastic zone sizp if programs like these are to be used to predict

retarded crack gfowth rates.

4.1.6. CGIQARL Retardation Prediction due úo Multiple Overloads

Using the information obtained in section 4.1.5, the CG9OARL program was used to

investigate the effect of multþle overloads on crack gfowth rates. In the first case a single

overload of ratio 1.8 was applied every 64500 cycles (N* calculated above) and crack

growth was found to virtually stop. This was in line with expectations as each subsequent

overload was being applied just as the retardation effects of the previous overload had

subsided, producing continuing crack growth retardation. As the crack length increa.ses so

too does the value of K¡ which in turn leads to a larger plastic zone sizn. In theory, the
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number of cycles between overload applications could therefore incrcase throughout such a

test with no loss of reta¡dation advantage.

A second ca.se was investigaæd where an overload also of ratio 1.8 was applied every

100,000 cycles during a constant amplitude fatigue test (0-20 kN) and the rtsults shown at

Figure 4.7. T\e test indicated that significant fatigue life enhancement could be obtained (in

theory) using periodically applied single overloads.

Ret¡rdadon drrc to Ove¡load every llÐ'flX) cyclee

tr
Eo

35
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oEEoÞÞ
ÞoEÞÞoor

0 200000 400000 t000000 ì200000 ì400000

Const('ltAmdnude Þ Overlood every 100,000 cryd€6

Figure 4.7 CG9OARL - Multiple Overload Ret¿rdation

4.2. Program based on \ilheeler Retardation Model

Estimates of fatigue crack propagation using linear integration of constånt amplitude dat¿ as

described in equation (3.7) are bound to be conservative due to their neglect of the

interaction effects which cause retarded crack growth. Sections 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 cleady

indicate that it is incorrect to assume that the application of a higher than normal load in a

constant amplitude fatigue test will necossarily produce incrpased crack growth. Simple

linear inægration æchniques would calculate an increased ÂK value due to the increa.sed
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load resulting in a higher value for daldN. Therefore, during the single overload cycle the

technique would predict a larger crack increment "da" followed by normal crack growth

rates resulting in an overall increase in crack growth rate caused by the overload. IVheeler

proposed a modification to the concept of linear inægration which involved a ret¿rdation

paraÍieter, Õ to overcome this shotfall:

Õ/(^K) (4.4)

The retardation parameter Õ was expressed in tôrms of the cuffent plastic zone and the size

of the plastic enclave formed at a previous overload Meguid (1989)l as described in frgurc

4.8

(g\ =a(ø\
\dN )*-d"d \dN )m,*

plastic enclaYe
dr¡e to overload

-\l

ai
s _

.êé----

ao

rpo

tt'
I
I

\\\ I---a

Figure 4.8 Wheeler's plastic zone model
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An overload occurring at a crack of size a¡ will cause a crack tip plastic zone of diameter:

(4.5)

14=Ct (4.6)

where S¡ is the stress in the íth cycle. As frgure 4.8 indicaæs, the plastic zone rpi is still

within the plastic enclave of the overload and the current crack tip is a distance ì, from the

edge of the overload plastic zoîe. Wheeler assumed that the retardation factor Õ was a

power function of rn/?u ranging in value from 0, indicating crack arrest, to 1, implying no

retardation:

@= l'p¡

ao+ Tro- ai

where m = material specific constant

while ai + rpi < a0 + rpO. Otherwise the plastic zone at the end of the current crack tip has

grov/n through the overload plastic zone and therefore the retardation factor Õ becomes 1

and linear crack growth rates are again assumed. This therefore suggests that retardation

only occurs over the distance rpo, the length of the plastic zone, which is consisænt with the

assumption made by the CG9OARL program.

A Pascal program was developed using the theory of Wheeler discussed above. Values for

AK were calculated at each crack length using equation (3.9) and the linear crack glowth

rpo = Ct4--c4o, o'
where So ir the overload stress and O, the yield stress. When the crack has propagated

further to some length ai, the current plastic zone size will be:

+=c4
Or Or"

(4.7)
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raæs (da/dN) catculaæd using equation (3.6). The const¿nts C and n in Paris' equation

(equation 3.2) werc obtained by fitting a straight line to the log/log dat¿ shown at Figure

4.1. The resulting straight line fit is plotæd with the soruce data at frgure 4.9.

Pa¡l¡Equadonllt

ì.00E +00

ì .00E -01

L00E -02

I .00E -03

ì.00E -04

I .00E -05

ì.00E -0ó

l.ooE -07

I .00E -o8

Rarye of Stres Intemlty Factor (MPa m+l0.5)

' 70505 l.ql E C= I .725E - '|3: 
^=3.47 

4

Figure 4.9 Paris' equation coefficients

The limitation of the Paris equation is evident in frgrne 4.9 n that it fails to map the curved

growth rates at low AK values nor the steep increase in daldN experienced at high AK

values. However, in all the simulations performed using the Wheeler algorithm the

minimum ÂK value experienced was greater than 100 MPalffi- which meant that the

required growth rates wet€ in the straight line section of the graph. At values of AK greatÊr

than 1000 MParffi-though the Paris equation fails to incrpa.se the predicted crack growth

rate as fast as is observed in practice. It would be expected therefore that the Paris equation

would be non conservative as it would predict too many cycles to failurc.

The Wheeler program was run with the Wheeler exponent'm' set to zoro which ensured that

equation (4.6) was equal to one at every computation. With the value of the overload set

the same as the peak load in the fatigue cycle the program therefore simulaæd simple linear
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Chapær 4. COMPUTER MODELS

inægration using Paris' equation. Figure 4.10 is the results of this investigation and as

expecæd the life predicæd (1268678 cycles) was considerably higher than that predicæd by

CG9OARL atfigvte 4.4.
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Figure 4.10 Crack gowth prediction using Paris'equation

To use the Wheeler program for predicting retaded crack growth following overloads it

was necessary to determine the power coefficient rn in equation (4.7). This was done

empirically and is discussed in chapter 6. Appendix D is a listing of the pascal code used to

simulate Wheeler's model.
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CIIAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

5.1. IntroductÍon

5.1.1. Specimens

AMRL provided four standard centre-cracked tension specimens as shown in frgure 3.2.

The specimens were cut from a large piece of aluminium 7050-W451 which AN{RL

acquipd to conduct fatigue experiments for the Rqú{Il. The specimens provided were 96

mm wide which \¡/as too wide for the æsting machine gfips at the University of Adelaide.

The specimens were therefore cut down to 74 mm in width. An additional three specimens

were manufactured by the Deparünent of Mechanical Engineering Workshops. They were

made from commerrially available aluminium 6063-T5 and were used to veriS the test

machine and the planned test procedtrres.

Each specimen was etched with an AMRL code number identifying their location in the

large slab from which they were cut. These were l€-numbered ARL1 to ARL4 for

simplicity as shown in Table 5.1:

AMRLcode number Assisned number

KD1A - 007 ARLl

KD1A - 119 ARL2

KD1A - 128 ARL3

KD1A - 129 ARL+

Table 5.1 Specimen numbering
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The Adelaide University workshops cut a further three specimens, made from commercially

available aluminium 6063-T5, to be used to validaæ proposed æsting procedures and

methodology. The specimens were assigned the names UNI1, UNI2, and UNI3.

ARL1 was used to obtain a daldN versus ÂK curve for aluminium 7050-W451 and to

comparc with results obtained at AMRL. Specimens ARL2 and ARL3 were used to

investigate the effect of an overload on crack propagation. AR[,2[ was used to demonstate

how the life of the specimen could be exænded using periodically applied overloads.

5.1.2. Application of Residual Stresses

The overload method of inducing compressive residual stresses at the crack tip was chosen

for its simplicþ of application. The specimens did not need to be removed from the testing

machine and the desired loading sequence could be programmed into the machine's load

input controller. The hole in the specimens shown in figure 3.2 was placed there so that the

st¿rter notches could be cut to control crack initiation.

5.2. TestingMachine

The æsting machine used was a 250 kN Instron 1342 capable of æsting specimens with

mÐdmum width 75 mm and thickness between 2 nrn and 12.5 mm. A HP conüoller

provided load control and an oscilloscope was used to confirm the requested input signal.

All load inputs were sine wave in shape for a load ratio of practically znto with the

minimum load set to 0.1 kN to avoid compressive loading.
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5.3. Methods of Recording Crack Growth

This work was concerned with mea.suring crack growth rates and not simply the number of

cycles to failure for a specimen experiencing fatigue loading. Three methods were

developed to provide accurate measurement of crack length and crack growth in specimens

tesæd in the Instron:

(Ð A ravelling microscope was mounted on a pu{pose built frame which

att¿ched to the Instron;

(ü) Crack propagation gaugos werc placed on the specimens and crack

growth recorded using LABTECH Noæbook software; and

(Ð A video camera with a graticuled lens was att¿ched to the microscope.

5.3.1. Travelling McroscoPe

Figurc 5.1 shows the general layout of the mounting frame and travelling microscope

ailangement, designed by the author and built in the Mechanical Engineering Department

Workshops. The structure was designed to provide motion in the X, Y, andZ directions so

that it could be utilised for differpnt specimen dimensions. Drawings of the individual iæms

designed and construcæd for the arangement are shown at Appendix E. The rack and

pinion attachment (component 2) for the existing Olympus type microscope, which

provided travel in the Z direction, was mounted across another rack and pinion affangement

(component 1) to provide travel in the X direction. These were attached to the microscope

plaform (item B) which in turn was fitted to a shaft (iæm C) placed in a collar, providing

adjusÍnent in the Z dtrectton The attachment was fxed to the Instron machine using a

manufactured mounting frame (iæm D). Y direction travel provided focal point adjusünent

while X direction travel enabled the moving crack tip to be viewed. By attaching a digital

display micrometer to Item A and component 1, and fitting a graticuled lens to the
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Chapter 5. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

microscope, provided a means of measuring crack length. The cross hairs were aligned

with the start of the crack and the micrometer scale zeroed. The microscope was moved in

the X direction until the cross hairs aligned with the crack tip (either side) and the resulting

crack length read from the digital micrometer display.

1

Item A

Item B

Item C

Item D

Figure 5.1 Travelling microscope arrdngement

Unless the microscope was mounted square to the specimen surface then crack length

measurements t¿ken using the above mechanism would be in error. The adjusting slots

placed on the mounting arms of item D of figue 5.1 (see Appendix E for item drawing)
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Chapter 5. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

were used to ensrile correct alignment using the known distance between súands of the

crack propagation gauges discussed in the next section.

5.3.2. Crack Propagation Gauges

Two different sized crack propagation gauges were purchased from the Mea.surements

Group, Inc. They consisted of a number of rcsistor strands connected in parallel and when

bonded to the specimens, provided a convenient method for indicating crack propagation.

Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of the gauges and the dimensions of the two different gauges

used.

Crack Propagation Gauges
CPA Paffern

b +

a

Dimensions (mm)

Gauge Designation A B C

TK-09-CPA01-005/DP 25.4 5.1 0.25

TK-09-CPAO2-005/DP 50.8 t0.2 0.51

Figure 5.2 Crack propagation gauge dimensions
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progression of a crack through the gauge pattern caused successive open-circuiting of the

strands, resulting in a sæpped increase in total resistance[Measurements Group (1993)].

The output voltage from the crack propagation gauges (0.6mV-7mV) was passed through a

DC amplifier (gain = 2000) to enable the RTI-800 ca¡d to betær distinguish each voltage

change corresponding to each broken strand. The RTI-800 card has an inæmal amplifier

with software adjustabte gain settings of 1, 10, 100, and 500. However, the version of

LABTECH software used to control the RTI-800 card did not provide an option to change

the gain setting for the RTI-800 analog-to-digital converter. A Pascal program was

therefore writæn to interrogate the card and set the gain to 500. Unfornlnately LABTECH

reset the gain to I during initialisation thus the requirement to amplify the input signal using

a DC ampliflrer. Figurc 5.3 shows the cirruitry used for the crack propagation gauges while

Appendix F tabulaæs the rcsults of a resistance and voltage output calibration performed on

a type CPA02 gauge (also valid for type CPA01 gauges).
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5oct
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srack gauge

8.1V zßîer diode

Figure 5.3 Crack propagation gauge circuitry

The 50 ohm resistor was used to prevent an open circuit sitr¡ation when all of the strands in

the gauge had been broken. The 33 kohm resistor was used to control the current through

the gauges (15 micro Amps) to prevent over heating. The rÊner diode was placed in the

circuit to prevent the output voltage exceeding the 10V maximum of the RTI-800 card

when all of the strands in the gauge were broken.

LABTECH notebook software was used to record data from each experiment It was an

icon controlled package which was rplatively easy to use. The output from each gauge

(volts) and the time were recorded for each nrn. Results were displayed on screen and

writæn to disk. The number of cycles applied was then calculaæd by multiplying the

number of seconds of æsting at each voltage jurnp by the firequency of load application'
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Input load frequency was restricæd to 12 Hz due to noise complaints from surrounding

offices. The LABTECH sampling frrequency was required to be at least twice that of the

input signal to avoid aliasing. The amount of data recorded over a 30 hour poriod sampled

at over 20 Hz would be prohibitively large. The only data required when using these

gauges is the time and voløge at which a voltage jump occurs indicating a crack length

incremenl To accurately achieve this and cut down thc amount of data recorded, data was

sampled at 50 Hz lor 0.25 seconds every 10 seconds. At t¡'pical load input frequencies of

10 Hz this represents a mardmum error of 100 cycles for each crack lengfh recorded.

Figure 5.4 describes the layout of the crack propagation recording mechanism used in this

work.

Instron 1342 MTS

poes3ldm PC - 486
gn¡8É

Figure 5.4 Crack propagation recording layout

The usefulness and accuracy of the crack propagation gauges was tesûed using specimens

UNI2 and UNI3. Earty tests revealed inaccuracies due to the crack growing under the

gauges without causing the strands to fail. The gauges r /ere found to lift from the material

surface due to adhesive debonding. Three different adhesives were investigaæd together
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Chapær 5. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

with various surface reatment solutions. M-Bond 200 is a special cyanoacrylate

recommended by the manufacturer of the gauges being used [Measurements Group (1994)]

which in conjunction with the prescribed M-Prep surface cleaning supplies provided the

desirtd gauge performance.

The type of gauges used for each experiment and their location on the specimens are shown

at Appendix G and discussed in sections 5.4 to 5.6. A Nikon Profile Projector was used to

measgÍe the crack length corresponding to each gauge strand on the four AMRL specimens

prior to placing them in the Instron for testing.

5.3.3. Video Camera with Graticuled Lens

A panasonic video camera was fitted to the microscope described in section 5.3.1. This

was connocæd through a video recorder to a high resolution TV monitor. Two lenses with

an arbitrary scale eæhed on them were placed in one of the eye pieces of the microscope

and between the microscope ancl the video camera connection respectively. Again the

known dist¿nce between strands on the crack propagation gauges provided a means of

'talibrating" the arbitrary scale seen through the eyepiece of the microscope or on the TV

monitor and hence provided another means of measuring crack length. The monitor

provided a means for more than one person to witness the experiments at the microscope

magnification and negated the need to be continuously checking the specimens through the

microscope itself.

This third method of crack tength and crack growth measurement also provided a means of

recording the experiments on video tape. Sections of the experiments described in sections

5.4 to 5.6 were recorded on video providing an ideal visual aid in the oral presentation of

this work.
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5.4. da/dN vs ÂKCurve

Specimen ARL1 was used to measure the crack growth rate of the maærial to compare it

with published dat¿ to validaæ the experimental procedurcs and the measuring methods

described in the above section. All æsting and reporting lvas conducted in accordance with

ASTM-E647-88a "Standard Test Method for Measurement of Fatigue Crack Growth

Rates". Crack growth was recorded using crack propagation gauges as shown at Appendix

G. Test frequency wa.s 10 Hz and the load ratio R was 0.0 with a mÐdmum load of 25 kN.

Chapær 6 details the results of this experiment

5.5. Retarded Crack Growth Testing

Experiments were carried out using specimens ARL2 and ARL3 to attcmpt to quantify the

crack growth reta¡dation resulting from the application of a single overload. Three differcnt

overload ratios were used at a different ÀK value for each of the two specimens. The value

of ÂK was kept constant throughout the testing by reducing the load when crack lengths

reached cenain gauge strands. Three gauges were fxed to each of the specimens as shown

in Appendix G. Figurc 5.5 is a schematic diagram showing the load input at certain gauge

strand positions including the single overload at the start followed by load shedding to

maintain constånt AK throughout the æst. The dashed horizontal lines represent the

expecæd crack growth rate (daldN) at the corresponding AK level while the full lines

rcpresent the expecæd daldN due to the rptardation effects caused by the overload.

Chapær 6 contains the results of the tests caried out on specimens ARL2 and ARL3 with

graphs indicating the expecæd and obtained daldN curyes for the two levels of ÂK

investigaæd.
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Load spectrwn

Of¡l gz l0Er

Crack propagation gauge

Figure 5.5 Load input for retarded crack growth testing

5.6. Increased Life Demonstration

Specimen ARL4 was used to show the effect on the fatigue life of a specimen when a series

of overloads were applied periodically throughout the test. During a constånt amplitude

fatigue test with load conditions identical to those for ARL1 (see section 5.4) a single

overload of ratio 1.8 was applied every 50,000 cycles. Figure 5.6 depicts the load input

used in this experiment and the results and discussion of this tÊst are in chapter 6. Appendix

G shows the type and location of the crack propagation gauges used to record crack growth

in specimen ARL4.
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Figure 5.6 Load input for exænded life demonstration
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RBST]LTS

6.1. FatiguePrecracking

Fatigue prccracks of lengfh 1 mm were inroduced to the specimens (at both ends) to

Íemove the effects of the machined stårter notch and to provide a sharpened fatigue crack

of adequate size, straightness and symmetry in accordance with ASTM 8647-88a. Constant

amplitude loading at load ratio R=0.0 was applied at a firequency of 2 Hz allowing the crack

length to be measured using the travelling microscope and TV monitor without stopping the

tests. Initial maximum loading was 60 lù.[ which was gradually reduced so that at the

required precrack length (1 mm) the loading was at the level required in the subsequent

fatigue testing. The final load level varied for each specimen however frgure 6.1

demonstrates the typical load shedding used during the precracking process. This ensured

that any retardation effects induced by the initial higher load level was rpmoved.

g 45

rtql

s 30

025 0.5 0.75 1.0

Ctackl"€ogth a (mm)

Figure 6.1 Typical load input during specimen precracking
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6.2. Verification of Material Crack Growth Rates

Fatigue crack growth rate data for aluminium 7050-'Iit451 wa.s obtained in accordance with

ASTM ¡¡647 - 88a to veriff wittr AI{RL provided dat¿ and to obtain confidence in the

testing procedures developed. This æst method was used to deærmine the steady state

fatigue crack growth rates for a centne-cracked-ænsion tM(T)l specimen. Results were

expressed in terms of the crack-tip stress-intensity factor range (ÂK) using the equation

r€coÍrmended in the standard and shown at equation 3.9.

(3.e)

where alpha =2al\N;expression valid for 2a^N < 0.95.

Const¿nt amplitude cyclic loading from 0 kN to 25 kN was applied to specimen ARLI.

The ÀK levels produced at load levels lower than 25 kN for this geomes were considered

too low considering the accuracy of equipment used. Crack length was measured by crack

propagation gauges as a function of elapsed fatigue cycles. Figurr 6.3 is a picture of the

specimen afær æsting showing the crack propagation gauges still intact.

The crack length corresponding to each gauge strand was mea.sured before the æst

commenced. LABTECH notebook software was used to record the time at which each

strand was broken and this time wa.s converted to a number of eþsed cycles by multiplying

by the test frequency of 10 Hz. Figure 6.4 shows an example of the data recorded by

LABTECH, plotted in Excel. The signal appears quiæ noisy as it was sampled at only 0.1

1g¡z. As was discussed in chapter 5, a better sampling confrguration was developed which

sampled at 50 Hz for 0.25 seconds at 10 second inærvals and produced a cleaner signal.
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Figure 6.2 Photograph of gauge layout for overload experiments

Figure 6.3 Photograph of gauge layout for daldN verification
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Figure 6.4 Daøcollected from gaugel att¿ched to ARL1

The strand number corrcsponding to each voltage jump shown in figure 6.4 was found using

the calibration sheet shown at appendix F. The strand number was converted to a crack

length using the measurements taken beforc the test (see section 5.3.2) and the results from

all four gauges combined to form the crack tength "4" versus life, N curye for this test as

shown in figure 6.5. Dat¿ was only available from the first 19 strands of each gauge. The

voltage jump associaæd with the 20th strand was above the 10 volt limit of the RTI-800

card with a gain setting of 2000. A gain of at least 2000 was deemed necessary to obtain

clear indication of each volt¿ge jump. This was particularly critical at the lower strand

numbers where the voltage jump between strands was small.
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Figure 6.5 Crack length vs life diagram for ARL1

These data points were then used to deærmine the rate of crack growth using the numerical

analysis æchniques rccommended in the ASTM standard 8647: the Secant Method and the

Increment¿l Polynomial Method. The standard provides a program listing for the

inc¡emental polynomial method which fits a second-order poþomial to sets of 7 successive

data points to compute one ÂK, daldN pair. This method does not therefore compute ÂK,

daldN pairs for the first three or the last three a vs N dat¿ points. The secant or point-to-

point technique was used to compute 
^K, 

daldN pairs for these points. The pascal program

used to compuûe the crack growth rates from the crack length vs life data is shown at

Appendix H and the output for the ARL1 gauges is shown at an appendix I.
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Figure 6.6 ARL1 processed data compared to supplied data

Figure 6.6 revealed a good coffelation between the AlrdRL provided dat¿ and the data

obtained using the æchniques and procedures developed in this \ilork. Using the secant

method at the beginning and end of the data provided extra 
^K, 

daldN pairs but their

accuracy was questionable.

6.3. Retarded Crack Growth due to Overload

Specimens ARL2 and ARL3 were used to quantify the effect of an overload during a

constant amplitude fatigue test. The sffess inænsity factor range ÁK was kept constant so

that the results of multiple tests could be compared. Specimen ARL2 was tested at a ÂK

value of 400 Mpa rffi- while ARL3 was tested at a AK value of 300 MPa 6-. Three

crack propagation gauges were frtted to each specimen (see appendix G) and each gauge

was used to investigate a different overload ratio. The first experienced an overload ratio of

1.8, the second 1.6, and the third an overload ratio of 1.4. The CPA01 gauges used were 5
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mm wide allowing 3 or  tests to be carried out at each overload ratio and ÂK level. Figure

6.2 is a photograph of the typical gauge layout used in these overload experiments.

LABTECH was used to display gauge voltages on the scrcen in real time. Fatigue cracls,

at the relevant ÀK level, were grown until the fust strand of the first gauge was broken

(indicaæd by the first voltage junp se€n on LABTECH screen). The Instron was manually

stopped, the cycle counter was reset to zÊto, and a single overload applied at 0.01 Hz. The

value of the overload was determined by multiplying the overload ratio by the mærimum

fatigue load being applied at that time to reach the relevant ÂK level. Afær the overload

was applied constant amplitude loading resumed. The firequency of the constant amplinrde

loading was varied depending on the ÂK level and overload ratio. As each strand broke

indicating crack growth of 0.25 mm the cycling ceased and the number of cycles recorded

enabling an average da/dN to be calculaæd for that inærval. The mærimum load was

adjusted (not necessary at every strand due to small Al-oad) and fatigue loading continued

until the expecæd growth rate (using daø obtained in section 6.2) at the relevant ÅK level

was achieved. This varied for the different loading combinations but usually involved three

or four strands (0.75 - 1.0 mm) per test. Once satisfied that constant crack growth rates

had been achieved the process was repeated. At the next strand fracture the Instron was

stopped and an overload applied. This continued for the width of the gauge and wa.s

repeaæd in the remaining two gauges using the two smaller overload ratios.

The average crack growth rates for each 0.25 mm interval were used to calculate an

effective ÂK value from the crack growth curve, for each inærval. A sraight line fit of the

data shown at figure 6.6 (section 6.2) was used to obtain an equation relating ÂK and

daldN nea¡ each of the two ÂK values investigaæd. The following two sections will outline

the results obtained.
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6.3.1. Results at ÂK = 4(X) MPa .ffi

The dat¿ recorded and calculated for the three different overload ratios are shown at

Appendix K. Bar graphs are included for the da/dN and ÂK values recorded during these

experiments. Each vertical bar represents the average value of ÂK or daldN between two

strands of the crack propagation gauges. Table 6.1 and Figurc 6.7 summarise the effective

ÀK values calculaæd from the recorded daldN values in the overload affecæd area. It

shows that at a ÁK value of 400 MPa .ffi- an overload level of 1.8 had a marked effect on

crack growth producing effective ÂK values roughly 257o below the baseline level. As the

overload decreased so too did the effect on da/dN. h all three cases AIÇ1¡ was found to

decrease following the application of the overload.

Overload Ratio
test # 1.8 r.6 t.4 baseline

1 299.92 337.2 357.8r 400

2 311.31 33t.79 348.42 400

3 279.t2 3\7.49 347.r7 400

4 266.3 325.52 364.82 400

5 280.57 400

Average 287.44 328.00 354.56

Table 6.1 
^K 

effective results at ÂK =400 MPalffi
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Figure 6.7 AK effective results at 
^K 

=400 MPa'ffi-

6.3.2. Results at 
^K 

= 3{X) MPa tffi-

The dat¿ recorded and calculated for the three different overload ratios are shown at

Appendix L. Bar graphs are included for the daldN and 
^K 

values recorded during these

experiments. Each vertical bar represents the average value of AK or daldN betweæn two

strands of the crack propagation gauges. Table 6.2 and Figure 6.8 summarise the effective

ÂK values calculaæd from the recorded daldN values in the overload affecæd area. The

results at ttris level of AK were not as well defined as the ones shown at section 6.3.1.

Figure 6.8 shows that at a ÂK value of 300 MPa rffi- an overload level of 1.8 had a

smaller effect on crack growth producing effective ÅK values roughly 20Vo below ¡he

baseline level. At an overload ratio of 1.6 the tests still revealed decrpases i" 
^IÇff 

Q67o)

but again smaller than those recorded at the higher overload level of 1.8. At an overload

ratio of 1.4 the crack growth rate was found to increase with a corresponding increase in

^IÇff 
of neady I27o. The retardation effect of the overload had apparently disappea¡ed.
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Overload Ratio

test # 1.8 1.6 t.4 baseline

I 262.03 264.96 334.4 300

2 243.52 240.4 336.62 300

3 2n.81 300

4 243.02 300

5 234.07 300

Average 242.09 252.68 335.51

Table 6.2 LKeffective results at 
^K 

= 300 MPa6-
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Figure 6.8 ÂK effective results at 
^K 

= 300 MParffi-

The author cites two sources of error which may have caused this out of trend behaviour.

The first involves the method by which step wise load shedding wa.s used to maintain a

const¿nt value of ÂK and the second lies in the analysis technique used to detennine the

effective ÂK value from the average recorded crack growth rate for an interval of crack

grolvth.

The value of ÅK is dircctly proportional the range in load applied to the specimen and was

kept at a constant value by periodically reducing the load applied. Load reduction was

carried out when the crack reached certain strands of the crack propagation gauges
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corresponding to known crack lengths. The mode I stress inænsity factor is also

proportional to the crack half length and increases non-linearly with an incrtase in crack

length. Experiments at the overload level of 1.4 were mea.sured using the gauges placed

closest to the edge of the specimens and were therefore the most sensitive to changes in 
^K

due to increa.sing crack length. Figure 6.9 indicaæs how quickly ÁK increased above the

required level of 300 MPa.ffi'before load was able to restore it.

Figure 6.9 Actual vs Target ÂK for OL=t.4 at ÂK=300 MPa rffi-

Figure 6.9 shows that load shedding should have been performed after each gauge sfrand

fracture and not after two or three failure.s as in this experimenL The resulting average ÂK

for this experiment (AK=300, OL=1.4) was consequently above the desired level of

ÂK=300 MPa .,ffi- but not enough to explain the observed increase in effective ÂK at this

overload level.

The average crack growth rates for each 0.25 mm interval were used to calculate an

effective AK value from the experimentally obtained crack growth curve for aluminium

7050-Tt45L. A straight line frt of the log-log data at figure 6.6 (section 6.2) was used to

calculate the ÂK value corresponding to the recorded crack growth rate between each two

strands of the crack propagation gauges. A straight line fit of any log-log plot is
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convenient but also has the poûential to intoduce very large errors. This was highlighæd

by the large differcnces in crack growth raæs predicæd using only stghtly different values

of C and n in the Paris equation used to describe the straight line fit of da/dN vs AK data.

The author again rpfers to Finney and Deirmendjin (1992) who ciæd that the known

variability in crack growth rate data may be of the order of two.

This suggests that the method of calculating an effective range in stress inænsity factor

value from a straight line fit of log-log dat¿ which could vary by as much as a factor of two

has the poæntial to intoduce significant error and may explain the observed increase in

effective ÀK at this overload level.

6.4. Results of Extended Life Demonstration

The final specimen ARL4 was used to demonstrate how the application of overloads could

be used to enhance the fatigue life of a component. The results above show that by

applyng overloads during a constånt amplitude fatigue test the fatigue life can be exænded.

If an overload was applied periodically at a point when the ret¿rdation effects of the last

overload had subsided then the increase in fatigue life could be significant The results of

sections 6.2 and 6.3 provided some insight into the number of cycles affected by overloads

of different ratios. To be able to determine the ideal overload ratio to apply at every ÂK

value and the number of cycles between each overload application, would require far more

testing. An arbitrary value of 50000 cycles was used between overloads in this

demonstration.

The crack propagation gauges were placed on specimen AR[,4 asymmetically as shown in

Appendix G. The inner gauges (2,4,6) recorded the lower crack growth rates while the

rrmaining three gauges were placed near the edge of the plaæ to record the higher crack
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growth rates. During a constant amplitude fatigue test with loading from 0 to 25 kN at 10

Hz an overload of 40 kl.[ (overload ratio of 1.8) wa.s applied every 50000 cycles. Figure

6.10 shows the results rccorded automaticalty by LABTECH notebook:

ARI"4 s'lth ar overload (1.8) applled every SfX)ü) cyclec

0

tooooo 200000 300000 400000 500000 ó00000 700000 800000 900000 ì000000

Llfe N (cyclee)

35

30

'â zsg
c
f. zo
EI
{a

Sr5
,¡aoc
öìo

5

0

Figure 6.10 Results of fatigue life enhancement experiment

The results of this experiment were then comparcd to the experimentally obtained constant

amplinrde data shown at figure 6.5 (using a life shift to align starting crack lengths). Figure

6.11 shows an increase in fatigue life for the M(T) specimen of over 35 Vo.
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Figure 6.1 1 Comparison of periodic overload and constant ampttude experimental results

6.5. Shape of crack front measured

The shape of the crack front on specimen ARL4 was measured afær æsting to validate the

use of surface crack growth measurement techniques. The specimen failure sutface shown

at figure 6.12 was viewed under a Zeiss type microscope in the Defects and Fracture

Analysis Section at AMRL. A number of the visible striations induced by overload

application were tr¿ced and their shape mea.sured using a Apple Macintosh 7100166

connected to a digital Mitutoyo micrometer. One of the striations traced is photographed

under high magnification at figure 6.13. The results of five overload induced striations

measured on the fracture surface of specimen ARL4 are shown in figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.12 Photograph of specimen ARL4 crack face
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Figure 6.13 Photograph of measured striation induced by overload in specimen ARL4
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Figure 6.14 Summary of striations measured on specimen ARL4

The results of figures 6.12 to 6.14 indicaæ quite cleady that the crack front was staight and

remained perpendiculaf to the surface of the specimen and hence justifies in this instance the

use of surface-mounted crack propagation gauges to measufe cfack growth.

6.6. Results using CG9OARL

The CGSQARL model was used to predict crack growth in M(T) specimens under loading

conditions identicat to those described in sections 6.2 and 6.4. The results predicted for

constant amplitude loading were found to be conservative. Figure 6.15 indicaæs that the

fatigue life predicted by CG9OARL was roughly 48 Vo of the life which the constant

amplitude fatigue loading experiments revealed. The CGS0ARL model was also found to

give conservative results for the case of periodically applied overloads. Figure 6.16 shows

that the CGIQARL life prediction was neady 2l%o less than the experiments at section 6.4

revealed. Appendix J describes how the CG9OARL pfocessing was achieved.
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Figure 6.16 CG9OARL periodic overload prediction compared to experimental results

The CGSQARL program provides the user with the option to set a retardation parameter

alpha between -1 and 1 (see section 2.6 and Appendix J). A series of alpha values within
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this range were investigaæd using the periodic overload loading case and the results shown

at Figure 6.17. The graph shows that as the value of alpha is increa.sed from -1 the

CGIOARL predictions become less conservative until at an alpha value of 0.25 the rtsults

align with the experimental results. CG9OARL predicæd almost no crack growth at an

alpha value of 1.0.
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Figure 6.17 CG90ARL predictions for different retardation pararneter (alpha) values

6.7. Results usÍng Wheeler model

A program was developed to predict crack growth using the rgVheeler algorithm described in

section 4.2. A program listing of the Pascal program used is listed at Appendix D. The

program was used to predict crack growth rates during a constant amplitude fatigue test by

setting the maærial constant "rn" in equation (4.7) to zero. This ensured that a linear value

for crack growth rate daldN wa^s calculated ateach crack length. Figure 6.18 indicaæs that

this Wheeler model was less conservative than the CG9OARL model but still neafly 287o

more conservative than the experimental results for a constant load amplitude fatigue test

0
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Figure 6.18 'Wheelermodel prediction for constant amplitude loading

The Wheeler program was then used to find the value for the material constant m which

would describe the crack gro\ilth rates produced in the periodic overload experiment of

section 6.4. The program prompæd for a value of m and the rcsulting data produced by

the program was compared to the experimental data obtained. This "tuning" continued

until an accept¿ble value of rz was obtained. Figure 6.19 shows that a value of m=1.55

matched the experimental results to within 37o. It is import¿nt to note that ttris result is

only valid for the material used and for the loading condition applied.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.L. Discussion

The main objective of determining the effective stress inænsity arising from residual stress

distribution at a fatigue crack tip was achieved in this work. The theory of the stress

intensity factor was studied and the various methods of deærmining its value were

investigated. Using FEM packages would appear to be the most appropriaûe method for

calculating stress inænsity factors in practical situation because they allow modelling of

structures of any shape and dimension. Tables of ÂK values and equations developed for

calculating ÁK values are only suitable for experimental work in which the specimens used

are of a standard geomery.

Three satisfactory methods of mea.suring crack Fowth were developed in this work. The

use of a video camera connecûed to a microscope provided an excellent media from which

to observe crack growth experiments in real time and by attaching a video recorder also

provided an excellent means of reviewing and demonsüating the work to others. The most

effective and manpower efficient method of crack $owth measut€ment was achieved using

crack propagation gauges recorded by an IBM PC. The travelling microscope alrangement

was used to verify that the gauges were accurately recording crack growth on dummy

specimens before the testing for this resea¡ch commenced.

The crack propagation gauges were used to record crack gowth during a constant

amplitude fatigue test. The resulting daldN versus ÂK compared well with AMRL

provided dat¿ instilling confidence in the system deveþed. The gauges \r,ere also used to

record the retarded crack growth rates experienced following application of a tensile

overload during a constant ÂK fatigue test. The data recorded by the gauges was used to
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quantify the effective stress inænsity factor in the overload affected area. Resources and

time limited the study to two levels of ÂK and three overload ratios and it is recommended

that this procedure be repeated for a greater range of ÂK levels and overload ratios. If

computer models based on ÂIÇ¡1 are to be used to predict crack growth in components

subjecæd to variable amplitude toading then it is imperative that tests are ca¡ried out for a

full range of ÂK levels expected in practice and at numerous overload ratios.

The final phase of this work demonstrated the increase in specimen fatigue life att¿inable

using periodically applied overloads. The test revealed the poûential to vastly incrcase the

fatigue life of components experiencing constånt amplitude loading by periodically applying

single ænsile overloads. In practice this may well mean applying a tensile overload at some

predefined time in the life of the component such as an overhaul or major servicing.

7.2. Conclusions

The research conducted investigaæd current methods in linear elastic fracture mechanics for

their suitability to predict crack growth in aluminium 7050-T7451 when a compressive

residual stress field was intoduced by an overload. As a result of this work the following

results and general conclusions can be drawn:

l. The Mode-I Stress intensity factor ÀK for a plaûe with a centre crack was

investigaæd using a range of available techniques: an FEM package, a Weight Function

technique, Kr data tables, and an established formula. The results \ilere compared revealing

differences in the K¡ values predicæd of up to 277o atthe longest crack length value.

2. Three methods of measuring crack growth during fatigue æsting on an Instron were

developed:

(Ð a tavelling microscope with a digital micromeÛer attached;
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(ü)

(Ð

a video camera with a graticuled lens attached to the microscope;

crack propagation gauges connected to PC based data recording

software.

The video camera connected to the microscope affangement provided a means to view and

videotape the crack growth experiments conducted while the crack propagation gauges

were used to record crack growth mea.surements. An investigation of the shape of the

crack front justifred the use of specimen surface-mounted crack propagation gauges to

measure crack growth in these experiments.

3. Crack growth rates recorded during a constant amplitude fatigue test were

consistent with published data for aluminium alloy 7050-T745I.

4. Experiments demonstrated definiæ crack growth ret¿rdation following the

application of an overload during constant amplitude fatigue loading. The number of

cycles found to be retarded by the overload effect was found to increase with an incrcase in

overload ratio and to decrease with increased ÂK level.

5. Values for the effective ÂK value over 0.25 mm intervals beyond the point of

apptcation of an overload were successfully deærmined using the crack propagation

gauges. The effective ÂK values were below the ba.seline ÂK values for all of the thrce

overload ratios investigated at the highest ÅK level as well as at the two highest overload

ratios investigaæd at the lower ÂK level. An increase in overload produced a decrease in

effective AK. The effective AK wa.s found to increase in value for an overload level of 1.4

at the lower baseline ÂK value of 300 MParffi-, with a corresponding increase in crack

growth rate. The author recoÍrmends further experimental investigations be ca¡ried out at
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this combination of AK and overload ratio before any conclusions should be drawn from

this result (see section 6.3).

6. A computer progr¿Lm was developed using the Wheeler model for predicting crack

growth. The empirical model required only one material specific constant which was

calculaæd for a specific loading condition applied to the aluminium alloy investigaæd.

7. The computer program CGSOARL provided by the Aeronautical and Maritime

Resea¡ch Laboratory was used to predict crack growth rates and then compare them with

experimenøl data. The program contained a reta¡dation parametcr which when used with

the default value of zero produced conservative crack growth predictions for both constant

amplitude fatigue loading and overload induced retarded crack ground. The full range of

allowable retardation parameter values was investigated revealing a considerable difference

in life prediction. Wittr a retardation par¿rmeter of -1 the program predicæd a life 397o less

than at the default value of znro and a ret¿rdation parameter of 1 predicted virhral crack

a:rest.

8. The ability of compressive residual stresses to extend the fatigue life of a specimen

was demonstrated. During a constant amplitude fatigue test a single overload ratio of 1.8

was applied every 50,000 cycles resulting na35%o increase in specimen fatigue life.

7.3. Recommendations

1. If a testing machine which accepts feedback could be utilised then a large

combination of ÂIloverload ratios could be æsæd with little effort. Overload application

and load shedding could be automated using the voltage output provided by the crack

propagation gauges representing predefined crack lengths.
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2. The applicability of these crack propagation gauges in aircraft fatigue monitoring

should be investigaæd. The full scale fatigue test of a RAAF þ/A-tg aircraft being

conducæd by AMRL could be used to tial the gauges. Fatigue cracls which will

eventually appear during the AMRL ûests could be monitored using these crack propagation

gauges providing invaluable crack growth data from a variable amplitude fatigue test on

actual aircraft structures.
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APPENDIX A. EXAMPLE KI OUTPUT FROM ANSYS

(a=15mm)

:I.¡}:ß'N. CAITULATE MDGD-MODE STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS :I€*¡F:f

ASSUME PLANE STRAIN CONDITONS

ASSUME A HALF-CRACK MODEL WITH SYMMETRY BOUNDARY CONDMONS
(usE 3 NODES)

EXTRAPOLATION PATH IS DEFINED BY NODES: 81158 81246 81245

WITH NODE 81158 AS THE CRACK-TIP NODE

USE MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR MATERIAL NUMBER 1

EX = 68900. NUXY = 0.33000 AT TEMP = 0.00000E+00

PRINT THE LOCAL CRACK-TIP DISPLACEMENTS

CRACK-TIP DISPLACEMENTS :

UXC =-0.70357F-02 UYC= 0.00000E+00 UZC= 0.78886E-30

NODE CRACK FACE RADruS UX-UXC UY-UYC UZ-U7ß
81158 TIP 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00

81246 TOP 0.12500 0.563728-04 0.16940E-02 0.00000E+00

81245 TOP 0.50000 0.216298-03 0.33657E-02 0.00000E+00

LrMrrs As RADruS ß) APPROACHES 0.0 (TOP FACE) ARE:
(tx-uxcysQRT(R) = 0. 1 1 063E-03 (UY-UYCySQRT(R) = 0.48020E-02
(UZ-U7ß) /SQRT(R) = 0. 00000E+00

t**t t([ = 232.67 , KII = 0.00000E+00, KItr = 0.00000E+00 ¡rc¡r€t{€
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APPENDIX B . PROGRAM FOR KANAZAWA'S
FUNCTION

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING KANAZAWA'S K1

SOLUTIONS

PROGRAM INTEGRATION_KANAZAWA
C

IMPLICIT UNDEFINED (A-Z)

C USE INTEGRATION ROUTINES WRITTEN USING CODE FROM "NUMERICAL

C RECIPES''
INCLUDE 'INTEG.DEF'
LOGICAL OK,INTEG_SET
REAL A, ANSWER, ANSV/ERI, ANSWER2,INTEG_GET, INTEGRATE,

KANAZAWA
REAL PI,W,B,LOAD,Q,MAX-X
COMMON A,MAX-X

c
c
c

USE SUBROUTINE TO CAIÆULATE P(X) AND M(X,A) AND THEIR PRODUCT

AT EACH VALUE OF X REQUIRED
BY THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE
EXTERNAL KANAZAWA

SET THE PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATING THE CLOSED INTEGRATION

FROM -A TO +A-0.1
OK = INTEG-SET( INTEG-MAX-EVAL' 1.0E4 )
OK = OK .AND. INTEG-SET( INTEG-METHOD,
1 REAL( INTEG-TRAPEZ + INTEG-CLOSED ) )
OK = OK .AND. INTEG-SET( INTEG-PRECIS, 1.0E-4 )
OK = OK .AND. INTEG-SET( INTEG-ZER-TOL, 1.0E-6 )
ANSWER1 = INTEGRATE( KANAZAWA, (-A), (A-0.1) )
ïVRITE( 6, 1 ) OK, INT( INTEG-GET( INTEG-EVALNS ) + 0.1 )'
1 INT( INTEG-GET( INTEG-CONVERG ) + 0.5 ), -4, A-0.1,ANS}VER1

PI = 3.14159
W = 74.0
B = 10.0
LOAD = 20000.0

C
DO 100 A =7.5,35.0,2.5

C INTTIALISE VARIABLE FOR REPORTING MAXIMUM X VALUE REACHED IN

C THE OPEN INTEGRATION
MAX X = 0.0

C A =6.0

c
C
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1 FORMAT(',INTEGRATION PARAMETERS SET 2"9X,Ll I
1 'NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 

"T6I2 'CONVERGED TO REQUIRED ACCURACY "! 

"1213 'LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION 
"F9.414 'UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION 

"F9.415 'RESULT 
" 

G15.7 )

C SET THE PARAMETERS FOR CAICULATING THE OPEN INTEGRATION

FROM
C +A-0.1 TO +A

OK = INTEG-SET( INTEG-MAX-EVAL' 1.0E4 )
OK = OK.AND. INTEG-SET( INTEG-METI{OD,
1 REAL( INTEG-RHOMBERG + INTEG-OPEN ) )
OK = OK .AND. INTEG-SET( INTEG-PRECIS' 1.0E-4 )
OK = OK.AND.INTEG-SET( INTEG-ZER-TOL' 1.0E-6 )
ANSIVER2 = INTEGRATE( KANAZAWA, (A-0.1)'A )
WRITE( 6, 2 ) OK,INT( INTEG-GET( INTEG-EVALNS ) + 0.1 )'
I INT( INTEG-GET( INTEG-CONVERG ) + 0.5 ), A-0.1, A, ANSV/ER2

2 FORMAT('INTEGRATION PARAMETERS SET ?" gX,Lr I
1 'NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 

"16I2 'CONVERGED TO REQUIRED ACCURACY ? 

"r213 'LO}VER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION 
"F9.414 'UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION 

"F9.4I5 'RESULT ,,GI5.7 
)

C ADD THE TWO INTEGRATION RESULTS TOGETHER
ANSWER = ANSWER1 + ANSWER2

C CALCULATE K1/KO FACTOR AT EACH CRACK LENGTH

Q = ANSWER/(LOAD/(W*3¡¡ * SQRT(PI*A))

C PRINT THE CRACK LENGTH, K1, K1/I(g, AND THE MAXIMUM X VALUE

C REACHED
WRITE(6, 1 0) A,ANSWER,Q,MAX-X

10 FORMAT( F9.4,G15 .7,F9.4,F9.4)

1OO CONTINUE
STOP
END

C SUBROUTINE
REAL FUNCTION KANAZAWA( X )
REAL ABS-X, A, X, MX, PX, W, PI, B, LOAD, MAX-X
COMMON A,MAX_X
ABS_X = ABS(Ð
PI=3.I4L59
W = 74.0
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B = 10.0
LOAD = 20000.0

C INCREASE MAX-X IF A HIGHER VALUE OF X REACHED
IF (X.GT.MÆK-X)MÆK-X = X

c CALCIJLATE M(Ð
MX=SQRT(2*SIN(PI* (A+X)Ail/(lV*SIN(2¡N'PI{€¡vr\MX€SIN(PI*(A-X)/W))

c CALCIJLATE P(X)

rF ( ABS_X .LT. 0.25 ) THEN
PX=-3.8964

ELSE IF ( ABS_X .LF,.2.0 ) THEN
PX=-14.2559+49.0957*ABS-X-66.9986*ABS-X* *2+32.999 1 *ABS-X* *3

ELSE rF ( ABS_X .LT.2.72917 ) THEN
PX=-45. 1664 * ( ABS-X - 2) + 79.906

ELSE
PX=26.791006+7.4502221(ABS-K-2)+20.169341*EXP(-(ABS-X-2))

ENDIF

c MULTIPLY P(Ð AND M(X)
KANAZAWA=PX*MX

c lvRrTE(6,10) X, KANAZAWA
c 10 FORMAT( 2G13.s )

C PASS RESULT BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM
RETURN

. "*o
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APPENDIX C - CG9OARL MATERIAL FILE

FILE = 7050SI.ANL
FOR 7O5O-TI45T PLATE
ORIENTATION: L-T
ENVIRONMENTS: DATA USED IN DEVELOPING THIS CURVE WAS LAB

THIS CURVE IS TO BE USED FOR LAB AIR, LHA, AND HHA.
THICKNESS: USE FOR PLATE WITH ORIGINAL THICKNESS LESS THAN

150 mm.

Converted to SI units by M.J. Richmond, ARL, May 1993

NOTES:
1. DATA USED WAS AT 0 < R <= 0.10 FROM:

A. F-15 DATABASE
B. A-12 DATA GENERATED BY UNIV. OF DAYTON RESEARCH INST.

X7 O5OT'I 4LP.ANL: 7 O5O-TI 451 PLATE L-T, PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT,

'' X7O5OT74LP.ANL: 7O5O-T7451 PLATE L-T, PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT, S.I.

Units'
68900.00 0.33
275.6 406.5 427.2
496.t 0.08
1288.28 19

57.643 2.54E-08
69.M9 4.32F-07
78.825 1.278-06
83.339 1.528-06
r04.r74 3.05E-06
138.898 5.59E-06
t73.623 9.65E-06
208.347 1.65E-05
243.072 2.548-05
277.796 5.08E-05
300.0 6.6E-05
312.521, 7.628-05
347.245 l.L4E-04
400.0 0.00019
430.584 2.548-04
524.34 5.08E-04
597.262 7.628-04
694.49 1.27E.03
868.113 2.79F-03
1041.735 1.09E-02
1284.807 2.548-0t
0

c
c
C
C
AIR.
C
c
C
C
C
c
C
c
c
C
C
c
91
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APPENDIX D . PROGRAM WTIEELER

The following program uses the V/heeler plastic zone model for predicting retarded crack

growth due to overloads. The Paris equation is used to compute daldN for a given ÂK
value. The program prompts the user to enter a value for the Wheeler exponent m. If the

value of m is set to zero then the program can be used for constant amplitude fatigue crack

growth prediction.

program wheeler(input, outPut) ;

{ In a constånt amplitude fatigue test for N cycles with maximum load dP and load ratio R,

apply an overload of value dPo every Nol cycles. If purely constant amplitude is required

enter dPo = dP and Nol is no longer relevant. The material yield stress ys , Kmax, and

dimensions B and'W are constants in the program. )

const

Pi=3.141592654;
ys = 480;
R = 0.0;
W =74;
B =10;
dP = 25000; {N}
dPo = 45000;

Klc =17.5;
ParisC = I.2555894278- 13;
ParisN =3.52I0L0054;
N =2000000;

vaf
phi,a,ao,alpha,ÂKi,ÀKo: real; Kl,rpo,rpi,dadn,dA:real;
running-dA,running-dadn,runninAphi:real; i,rcport-cycles,counter:real;

m,Nol,Nol-counter: rcal ;
OutFile :text;
Filename: string[l5];

function deltaK (1oad,a:real):rcal;

{ This function takes a crack length a and computes the Mode I stress inænsity factor K1.

The formula used is the one shown at equation 3.9. )

var alpha : real;
begin

alpha:=2*a/W;
deltaK: =load/B *sqrt( (pi*alpha/(2*W))/(cos((pi*alpha) l2)) );

end;

procedure Report;
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{ This procedure is used to control the output to the screen and to file Ouffile. The name

of Outfile is enæred at run time. It keeps running totals for reporting every report-cycles

number of applied cycles. The value for repolt-cycles is entered at run time. )

begin

IF (i=1) THEN dadN:=running-dadn
ELSE
begin

dadN:=running-dadn/report-cycles ; phi:=unning-phi/report-cycles;
counter:=0;

end;
wriæln(i:7:0,' ',rpi:7:5,' ',(a+rpi):'7:5,' ',phil:5,' ',K1:7:2,' 'dadN:7,'

',running-d A:7 :3,",a:l'.5) ;

{ where Kl is the value of K1 at the end of the report-cycles, dadn is the average daldN

for the period, da is the total change in crack length a for the period, a is the crack length at

the end of the period. )

wriæln(Outfile,i:7 : 0,',',a: 8: 5) ;

running-dA:=0;
runningdadn:=0;
runningphi:=O;

end;

begin {main program}

ao :=7.7086; {set the value for the initial crack length}

wriæ('enær m for wheeler: ');
readln(m);
write('enter output file name );
readln(Filename);
as sign(OutFile,Filename) ;

rewriæ(OutFile);

{ this section commented out so user not prompæd for variables already set in CONST}

{ wriæ('enter the number of constant load amplitude cycles afær the overload );
readln(Nol);
write('enter the interval between data reporting');
readln(report-cycles) ;

)

Nol:=50000;
rcport-cycles:=25000;
wriæln;
wriæln('An overload =',dPo/1000:6:0,'KN was applied at start.');
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wriæln('This produces plastic zone sizÊ, tpo ='¡po:7:5,'mm');
wriæln('Max cyclic load was ¡¡s¡ =',dP/1000:6:0,'KN for remainder of ÛesL');

wriæln('The load ratio, R =',R:2:1);
wriæln('The Paris constants were C =',ParisC:10,' N =',ParisN:7:5); wriæln('The exponent

m USed W¿tS = 
,,m:4:2);

wriæln;
wriæln(' N rpi a+rpi phi 

^K 
daldN dA a');

a:=ao;
dadN:=0.0;
dA:=0.0;
runningdA:=0.0;
running-dadn:=0.0;
running-phi:=0.0;
Nol-counter:=0.0;

i:=0;
counter:=0;

{ioop here}

Repeat

{ If on this loop an overload is being applied then use dPo to calculaæ K1 and the plastic

zone. Nol_counter is set to 0.0 at the st¿rt and then every Nol cycles afær that. )

IF (Nol-counter=0.0) THEN
begin

Kl:deltaK(dPo,a);
rpo : =0. 393 *sqr(deltaK(dPo,a)/ys) ;

aO:=a;

end
ELSE

{ otherwise this loop is a normal fatigue cycle and therefore dP is used to calculate Kl and

the plastic zone. )

K1:deltaK(dP,a);
rpi:=0.393 *sqr(K 1/ys) ;

{ Wheeler retardation is calculaûed here using the formula discussed in section 4-2- and

lisæd at equation (4.7). ll the crack has grown out of the effect of the overload (ie ao+rpo)

then phi is set to 1 rcsulting in no reduction in the calculatod daldN. If not then equation

(4.7) is used to calculate phi and hence the retarded daldN.)

IF ((a+rpi) > (ao+rPo)) THEN Phi:=l
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ELSE phi := exp(m*ln((rpi/(ao+rpo-a)))) ;

runnin g-phi : +unning-phi+Phi;

{Linear daldN is calculaæd using equation (3.6) }

dadN: =ParisC * exp@arisN*ln(K I )) ; { Pa¡is Equation }

runningdadn: =unning-dadn+dadn ;

¿{;=phi*dadN*1;
running-dA:=ruming dA+dA;

a:= a + da;
i:=i+ l;
Nol-counter: =Nol-counær+ 1 ;

counter := counter + 1.0;

IF( (counter>=report-cycles)OR(i=1.0) ) THEN Report; IF(Nol-counter>=Nol) THEN

Nol-counter:=0.0;

until ( (i >= N)OR(K1>=1288.28) );

{ This is the end of the Repeat Loop. The program jumps out of the loop if the maximum

fatigue cycles N is exceeded or the material K¡c is exceeded. )

report-cycles : =counter;
Report;

close(Outflrle);

end.
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APPENDIX E - TRAVELLING MICROSCOPE
COMPONENT DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX F - CRACK PROPAGATION GAUGE
CALIBRATION
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APPENDIX G. LAYOUT OF CRACK PROPAGATION
GAUGES
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APPENDIX H. PROGRAM FOR DATA REDUCTION

program ASTM-V2;
I 1.nir program uses the Incrrmental Polynomial Method and the Secant orpoint-to-point

method lor õomputing daldN vs delt¿ K from experimentally obtained a vs N dat¿. The

method involves fitting a second-order polynomial (parabola) to sets of 7 (in this case) sets

of successive dat¿ points. ASTM-E647 provides a Fortran Program listing which utilizes

the 7 point incremènal potynomial æchnique. This program is a Pascal tanslation of that

code writæn by G.R. Rohrsheim. The program is capable of reducing daø for C(T) and

MCf) type specimens. The delta K formulas used a¡e the ones lisæd in ASTM-E647.1

const PI= 3.141592654:

type mat20O=array [1..200] of real;

{ This mat200 aray limits the program to 200 a,N pairs.

increase this if required, remembering that you will be

using more RAM. )

matl0=arraY t1..101 of real;

ma(l =array [1..7] of real
mat3 =arraY [1..3] of real;
astrixtYPe =sring[2];
envirtype --stringl 1 0] ;

va.r

asrix : asfixtyPe;
envir,spec-name,spec-type : envirtype;

outfìle,out¿ns : text;

gg,Qg,nPß,nptcount,ctype,l,k,k 1,i j : inæger;

sec-loop: inæger;
b,w,an,pmin,pmÐ(,tes ffteq,A,t3,t4 : real; x,yy,den,tempJ,pp,c 1,c2

ax,sx,sx2,sx3,sx4,sy,syx,syx2 : real;

yb¡ss,tss,yhat,r2,af,s,snet"t,ft : real;

ftch1,ftch2,ftch3,sx3ch,sx4ch,ys,sec: real;

flag : boolean;

procedure TYPEI;
{ If Type 1 tCCÐ1 specimen selected, calculate variables required

for delt¿ K calculations and for yield criæria checking.)

begin
T:=arlw;
IF t<O THEN BEGIN
frch1:=-exp(3*lnGt));
ftch3:-+xp(4*ln(t));

a,ndadndelk
aa,nn
id
bb

: mat200;
: mat10;
:mat7;
: mat3;

real;
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end
ELSE BEGIN
fæh1:æxp(3*ln(t));
frch3:æxp(4*ln(t));
end;

IF ( 1-t)<0 THEN ftch2:=-exp(1.5 *1nG(1-t)))

ELSE frch2:=exp(1.5*1n(1-t));

¡s =( (2+t) * (0. 8 S 6+4. 6 4* t- 13 .32*sqr(t) + 1 4.7 2* ftchl
-5.6*ftch3 ) /(frch2);

s¡=ys*sqrt(pi*w*(1-t)/2;

end;

procedure TYPE2;
{ If Type 2 tM(T)l specimen selected, calculate variables required

for delt¿ K calculations and for yield criæria checking.)

begin
t:--2*arlw;
IF (cos(pi*tt2)=g¡ then wriæln('divide by znro error'); sec:=l.0/(cos(pi*12));

IF (sec < 0) then wriæln('sqrt of a negative number enor!!!!!);
ft: =sqrt( (pi*t*sec)/2.0) ;

s¡sf ; =pmax/(b*w* ( 1 +)) ;
end;

procedure OUTPUTOPEN(var out:text) ;

{ Opens a file for output. The user is prompæd to entef the file name.}

var filename:string[ 1 5] ;

begin
wriæ('enter the output file name:-');
readln(filenme);
assign(out filename);
rewriæ(out)

{ clears the file if it already exists }

end;

procedure PRINTOUT;

{ wriæs each line of computed dat¿ to the .ans file }

begin
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writeln(OUTANS,qq:4,' ',n[qq]:9:1,' ',a[qq]:5:3,' ',ar:8:3,' ',{2i10:6,'
',delk[nptcount] :5 :2,",dadn[nptcount] : 1 0,astrix) ;
wriæln(oudile,delk[nptcount],','dadnlnptcount]) ;

end;

procedure KEYBOARD;
{ this procedure prompts the user for all the information required to

perfõrm the dat¿ reduction. The author rccoûlmends producing a text file @aæh file)

containing alt the required input data. The a vs N
data can then be cut from the file which recorded it and pasted directly into this input ûext

frle. All the data can then be entered into the progrÍìm by redirecting standard input from

the keyboard to the
text fîle using the "<" symbol. (e.g astm < astm.in).

)

begin
k:=0;

wriæ('enter no. of Points:-');
readln(npts);
write('enter type of crack [C(Ð= 1 or M(f)=2] ¡-'¡;
readln(ctype);
wriæln;
wriæln('enær dimensions[mm] :-') ;

write('B=');
read(b);
write('\V=');
read(w);
wriæ('An-');
readln(an);
r¡niæln;
wriæln('enær test conditions:-') ;

wriæ('Prnin lNewtons] =');
readln(pmin);
wriæ('Pmax [Newtons] =');
rrcadln(pmæc);

wriæ('YS=');
readln(ys);
wriæ('test frequency=') ; readln(æstfreq) ;
wriæ('æmpICl=');
readln(æmp);
write('environment cond. -'); readln(envir) ;

wriæln('enter cycles and A meas'); FOR i:= I TO npts DO
BEGIN

write('A',i:2,' N',i:2,' ='); read(a[i]);
rcadln(nlil);

END;
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end;

procedure Secant-sta¡t(sec-loop:inæger) ;

var sec-end:inæger;
begin
sec-end:=sec-loop+2;
FOR i:=sec-loop TO (sec-end) DO
BEGIN
¿¡¡=(a[i]+ali+IlV2;
r2:=0.0;
{ Perform specimen tlpe specific calculations }

CASE ctype OF
1: TYPEI;
2:TYPEZ

END;
delk[i] : =(ft*pp/(b * sqrt(w)) ;

dadn[i] : =(ali+ U -a[i])/(nli+ 1l -nlil) ;

wriæln(OUTANS,i:4,",n[i]:9: 1,",a[i]:5:3,",4r:8:3,",
f2:I0:6,"delk[i]:5:2,",dadn[i]:10); wriæln(outfile,delk[i],','dadn[i]);

end;
end;
procedure Secant-end(sec loop:integer);
va¡ sec-end:integer;
begin
sec-end:=sec loop+2;
FOR i:=sec-loop TO (sec-end) DO
BEGIN
¿¡; = (a[i] + a Íi- l'l) I 2;
l2:=0.0;
{ Pedorm specimen type specific calculations }

CASE ctype OF
1: TYPEI;
2:TYPE2

END;
delk[i] : =(ft*pp/(b*sqrt(w)) ;

dadn[i] :=(alil-ati- U/(ntil-n[i- 1]);
wriæln(OUTANS,i:4,",n[i]:9: 1,",a[i] :5 :3,",ar:8:3,",

f2:10:6,"delk[i]:5:2,",dadn[i]:10); wriæ1n(outfrle,delk[i],','dadn[i]);

begin t main Ì
flag:=false;

end;
end;
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wriúe('Enter the specimen name: );
readln(spec-nme);

{ Two output files art created:

1. a file with extension .dat cont¿ins only the computed deltaK

and daldN values ready for plotting.
2. afilewith extension .ans contains the table showing all input daø

and compuæd results as shown at Table XI.2 of ASTM-E647

)

wriæln('For the data to be used in pc-graph (.dat),');

OUTPUTOPEN(Outrile);
wriæln('For ttre table to be prinæd and handed in (.ans),'); OUTPUTOPEN(Out¿ns);

{ receive the input data either from the keyboard or from a file
redirccæd as explained in procedure KEYBOARD above:

)
KEYBOARD;
{ Calculaæ the load ratio: }
r:=pmin/pmu;
{ assign C(T) or M(T) according to sepecimen type (1 or 2) }
IF ctype = 1 THEN spec-tyPe :='C(T)'
ELSE spec-type :='M(T)';

{ output the header to the .ans file }

wriæIn(OUTANS,'SEVEN POINT INCREMENTAL POLYNOMIAL METHOD FOR

DETERMINING DA/DN'); wriæln(OUTANS) ;

writeln(OuTANS,'Sperimen name:',spec-name);
wriæln(OUTANS);
wriæln(OUTANS,spec-type:4,'specimen B=',b:5:3,'mm'W =',

w:5:3,'mm AN =',an:5:3,'mm);
wriæln(OUTANS,'Pmin =',pmin:5:2,'N Pma¡r =',pmax:5:2,'N R =' ¡:5:2,' TEST

FREQ =',testfreq:S:1,'Hz'); wriæ1n(OUTANS,'temp.=',¡emp:4:1,'C ENVIRONMENT =
',envir) ; r,wiæln(OUTANS) ;

wriæIn(OUTANS,'OBS.NO. CYCLES A(meas.) a(reg.) M.C.C. DELK
DA/DN'); wriæln(OUTANS,' [mm] [mm] [MPa sqrt(mm)]

[mm/cycle]); wriæln;

IF (r > 0) then pp:=pm¿D(-pmin

ELSE pp:=pmÐ(;

{ Add the notch length to the input crack lengths. If the crack lengths

include the notch length then the user should enter an=0.0.

Ì
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FOR i := 1 TO npts DO
a[i]:=a[i] + an;

{ As the polynomial method incorporaæd is a seven point polynomial

routine, the first three and last three points remain unchanged

and do not get corresponding deltal( and daldN values computed. The

first three data points are therefore computed using the secant method

and also printed to the required files using procedure Secant.

)

Secant-start(1);

{ (npts-6) computations are performed using all (npts) points }

npts:=npts-6;

FOR nptcount:= 1 TO nPts DO
BEGIN

l:=0;
k:=k+1;
k1:=k+6;
FOR j:= k TO kl DO BEGIN
l:=l+1;
aa[l]:=a[j];
nn[l]:=n[];
end;
c 1 :=0.5 * (nn[ 1]+nnFl ) ; c2:=0. 5 * (nn[7] -nn[ 1 ]) ;

sx:=0;
sx2:=0;
sx3:=0;
sx4:=0;
SY:=0;

SYx:=0;

sYx2:=0;
FOR j:= 1 TO 7 DO
BEGIN

¡ç;=( nn[]-cI)lc2;
yy:=aa[];
SX:=Sx+x;

sx2:=sx2+sqr(x);
IF (x<0) THEN sx3ch:=-exp(3 *ln(-x))

ELSE IF x=0 THEN sx3ch:=O

ELSE sx3ch:=exp(3*ln(x)); sx3 :=sx3+sx3ch;

IF (x<0) THEN
sx4ch:=exp(4*ln(-x))
ELSE IF x=0 THEN sx4ch:=O

ELSE sx4ch:=exp(4*1n(x)) ;
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sx4:=sx4+sx4ch;
sy:=sy+yy;
syx:=syx+x*yy ; sy*2:=syx2+yy*sqr(x);

END;
den:=7.0*(sx2*sx4-sqr(sx3))-sx*(sx*sx4-sx2*sx3) +sx2*(sx*sx3-sqr(sx2) );

t2:=syt(sx2*sx4-sqr(sx3))-syx*(sx*sx4-sx2*sx3) +syx2*(sx*sx3-sqr(sx2) );
bb[ 1] :=tZden; t3:=7.0*(syx*sx4-syx2*sx3)-sx*(sy*sx4-syx2*sx2)

+sx2* (sy*sx3-sYx*sx2) ;

bbl2l:-t3lden;t4.=7.0*(sx2*syx2-sx3*syx)-sx*(sx*syx2-sx3*sy)
+sx2*(sx*syx-sx2*sY)

bb[3]:=t4lden;
yb:=sy/7.0;
rss:=0;
tss:=0;
FOR j:= 1 TO 7 DO
BEGIN

v¡=(nn[j]-c LYc2; yhau=bb[1]+bb[2]*x+bb[3]*sqr(x); rss:=rss+sqr(a¿Ul-yhat);

tss : =tss+sqr(aaUl -yb) ;

END;
r2:=1.0-rss/tss; dadnlnptcountl:=bbÍ2llc2+2.0*bb[3]*(nn[4]-c1)/sqr(c2); x:=(nn[4]-

cIYc2;
ar:=bb[ 1 ] +bb [2] *x+bb[3] *sqr(x) ;

s:=18+10;
snet:=0;
qq:=nptcount+3;

{ Perform specimen type specific calculations }

CASE ctype OF
1: TYPEI;
2:TYPE2

END;

{ Calculaæ deltaK using the dat¿ obtained in procedure TYPE1 or TYPE2 }

delk[nptcount] : =(ft*pp)/(b*sqrt(w)) ;

{ Check that failure criæria have not been met - if they have

print an asterix next to the data a.s shown at Table X1.2 in
ASTM-E647. )

ær : delk[nptcount]/( 1 -r) ;
IF (ax>=s) OR (sne>=ys) THEN begin

astrix:='*';
flag:=true

end
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ELSE astrix:=";

{ Having compleæd the calculations for this data point, wriæ the

associaæd line of daø to the .ans file )

PRINTOUT;

END; I nptcount looP ]

{ Wriæ the fînal three a and N values to the .ans frle }
j:=npts+4;
Secant-end();

{ If any asterix were written ûo file, display the following explanation }

If flag THEN wriæln(ouTANs,'* - DATA VIOLATE SPECIMEN SIZE

REQUIREMENTS');

close(outfile);
close(outans);
end.
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APPENDIX I - OUTPUT FROM DA/DN PROGRAM

SEVEN POINT INCREMENTAL POLYNOMIAL METHOD AND SECANT METHOD

FORDETERMINING DA/DN

Specimen name: ARL1LEFT (GAUGES 1 AND 3)

M(T) specimen B = 10.000 mm \{ =
Pmin= 0.00N Pmax=25000.00N R=
temp.= 2I.0 C ENVIRONMENT = AIR

74.000 mm AN = 0.000 mm
0.00 TEST FREQ = 10.0 Hz

OBS.NO. CYCLES a(meas.)

lmml
9.r20
9.630

10.140
10.650
11.160
11.670
12.180
12.690
t3.200
13.7t0
14.220
14.730
15.240
15.750
16.260
16.770
t7.280
17.790
18.300
2r.370
21.880
22.390
22.900
23.4t0
23.920
24.430
24.940
25.450
25.960
26.470
26.980
27.490
28.000
28.510
29.020

a(reg.)

Imm]
9.375
9.885

10.395
10.651
11.227
11.586
12.175
r2.752
13.160
13.803
14.180
14.730
15.206
15.715
16.385
t6.754
r7.304
t7.77r
18.262
2T.MO
21.935
22.460
22.898
23.419
23.921
24.403
24.971
25.450
26.010
26.481
26.939
27.506
28.052
28.552
28.765

M.C.C.

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.997733
0.997717
0.997577
0.997563
0.994279
0.997594
0.998028
0.997198
0.994936
0.996151
0.994807
0.99463
0.9977s8
0.997781
0.999849
0.999460
0.998695
0.998933
0.998980
0.999908
0.999829
0.999714
0.999580
0.998322
0.997564
0.999192
0.999481
0.99921L
0.996928
0.9964r
0.984363
0.000000

DELK
[MPa sqrt(mm)]

190.96
197.01,

203.03
206.05
2t2.85
2r7.10
224.08
230.98
235.90
243.72
248.37
255.23
261.26
267.83
276.65
281.60
289.16
295.72
302.79
353.97
363.02
373.0t
381.69
392.48
403.38
4r4.34
428.01
4./;0.20

455.34
468.90
482.87
501.45
520.82
540.05
548.74

DA/DN
[mm/cycte]
1.167E-05 l
9.7sIF-06 l
1.304E-05 I
1.336E-05
t.44tE-05
1.554E-05
1.683E-05
1.938E-05
2.190E-05
2.606E-05
2.7208-05
2.767E'05
2.981E-05
3.1258-05
3.t28E-05
4.t29F-05
4.264E'05
4.851E-05
4.8528-05
6.489E-05
7.756F-05
8.859E-05
1.011E-04
t.Il7E-04
r.233E-04
t.352E-04
1.556E-04
1.828E-04
2.t768-04
2.473F.04
2.8258-04
3.3798-04
4.1.628-04
5.953E-04
5.6678-04 I

1 0.0
2 43700.0
3 96000.0
4 135100.0
5 176900.0
6 200500.0
7 237100.0
I 270600.0
9 292900.0

10 320600.0
11 334200.0
12 353000.0
13 368600.0
t4 387200.0
15 408500.0
L6 418900.0
t7 430700.0
18 440400.0
19 451100.0
20 510600.0
2t 518400.0
22 524900.0
23 530300.0
24 535200.0
25 539500.0
26 543300.0
27 547400.0
28 550500.0
29 553500.0
30 555600.0
31 557400.0
32 559300.0
33 560900.0
34 562100.0
35 563000.0
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36
37

563800.0 29.530
564500.0 30.550

29.275
30.040

0.000000
0.000000

570.86
608.19

6.3758-04
t.4578-03

1

l

SEVEN POINT INCREMENTAL POLYNOMIAL METHOD AND SECANT FOR

DETERMINING DA/DN

Specimen name: ARLIRITE (GAUGES 2 AND 4)

M(T) specimen B = 10.000 mm ![ = 74.000 mm AN = 0.000 mm

Pmin= 0.00N Pmax=25000.00N R= 0.00 TESTFREQ= 10.0H2

tomp.= 2I.0 C ENVIRONMENT = AIR

OBS.NO. CYCLES A(meas.) a(reg.) M.C.C

| 22900.0
2 93300.0
3 125000.0
4 157800.0
5 184800.0
6 215000.0
7 243700.0
8 274800.0
9 297700.0

10 321400.0
11 387700.0
12 400400.0
13 412100.0
L4 426900.0
15 496600.0
16 501800.0
17 507500.0
18 527500.0
19 529100.0
20 533300.0
21 537400.0
22 540800.0
23 545800.0
24 546900.0
25 549900.0
26 553400.0
27 555300.0
28 556900.0
29 558400.0
30 559500.0

lmml
9.810

10.320
10.830
11.340
11.850
1.2.360
12.870
13.380
13.890
14.400
16.440
16.950
17.460
t7.970
2t.060
21.570
22.080
23.610
24.t20
24.630
25.140
25.650
26.160
26.670
27.t80
27.690
28.200
28.7t0
29.220
30.240

lmml
10.065

10.575
11.085
tt.3L7
11.834
12.350
12.856
13.392
13.869
t4.4r4
t6.472
16.950
t7.395
17.953
21.259
2t.567
2t.998
23.878
24.0r4
24.545
25.r75
25.593
26.374
26.548
n.070
27.806
28.229
28.455
28.965
29.730

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.996718
0.999652
0.999302
0.998960
0.998558
0.999M9
0.9997r7
0.999616
0.9996s3
0.999068
0.997r59
0.997299
0.997152
0.996475
0.992375
0.994ø70
0.990704
0.985518
0.990397
0.989995
0.989679
0.988136
0.986050
0.979431
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

DELK
[MPa sqft(mm)]

t99.14
205.16
ztt.r7
213.92
220.04
226.17
232.23
238.7t
2M.53
25t.28
277.80
284.27
290.42
298.32
350.74
356.26
364.18
402.4r
405.45
4r7.68
433.r2
M3.97
465.75
470.88
487.04
511.90
527.47
536.21
557.18
592.40

DA/DN
mm/cyclel

7.244E-06
1.609E-05
1.555E-05
1.592F-05
t.702E-05
t.763E-05
1.846E-05
2.101E-05
2.306E.05
2.590E-05
3.609E-0s
3.673E.05
3.918E-05
4.080E-05
6.6r2E-0s
7.694E.05
8.547E-05
t.r37E-04
r.244E-04
r.2498-04
t.4r9E-04
t.4848-04
1.639E-04
I.7L6E-04
1.953E-04
2.384E-04
3.3568-04
3.187E.04
3.400E-04
9.273F-04

I
l
l

l
1

l

I - Secant method used
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APPENDIX J. RT]NNING PROGRAM CGgOARL

A æxt frle (or batch file) was created to automate the CGS0ARL processing. Each line of
the file contained the input normally prompted for by the program during run time. The

CG9SARL program could therefore be run for differcnt by simply editing this æxt frle and

executing the .COM frle by typing @fiIename (where the text file was saved as

filename.com). This also provided a means of running multiple tests one afær another

automatically. Shown below is a typical .com file with a descriptor shown beside each row

of input (not included in the .com frle). Btank lines indicate that the default was accepted.

run cg VAX command to run Fortran
Drogfam cg

ALPHANEG iob name

GRR oDerator's name

45kN Overload every 50000 title for the problerm

1 type of part for this analysis (plate

with hole)

10.0000 soecimen ttriclness

2.0000 hole radius

37.0000 distance from hole centre to edge of
plate

6 type of crack (double thru crack)

7.0 initial crack length

1 tvoe of loadine (thru str¡ess only)

33.78 fatigue reference thru stress

C no residual stress inænsities desired

0.0 ret¿rdation parameter phi

25000. number of cycles between output

3000000. maximum number of cycles to run

705OsI maærial file
MLsOK.SEO loadins sequence file

50000.0 life shift

D end run
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APPENDIX K. RESULTS OF OVERLOAD STI]DIES AT AK

- 400 MPA.ffi-

Spednsr
Gnre

Aì12
I

O,qlodrdlo=
dìcK =

t.8
4m

W= 7A

$= 10

1 a a¿[E ë-ha P û\tr lffi-a1 d( ë/d'r OC60) &/ò{ae drd N [rc50) IùÉãt&il

1 B.@ 8.815 o6 55000 t7æ 4f..4 0.W,03cg/ 6.458{b Ð.%æ 1A.941611- 25il.05833

894 9.6 025 s4000 2088 M.5 0.mû140tì 0.m119 35L.5'15357 12A1_.2s764, tA6.Wn6

3 9J9 9.35 o5 53000 144]- 4C8.3 o.wr99246 0.W19r qi.nwrT 1n.13ü744 :113.73fI7 4
4

F

9.4
9.@

9.s6
9.&5

0ä
o5

52000

51000

328r
2414

gL.9

m.2
0.m1%632
0.w193589

7.@-6 JJL.Tq|M
0.m1c86 338.13824s

an.4@8L6
129t.398105

2m.s9ûtB
111.60189

ç 9g 10.06 05 51000 1n M.2 0.fffi2w2 0.m ß.73m4 1'!'.644W æ.5545f;l

7 10.19 10.315 o5 51000 s8 4J2.3 11%.691J18 2Æ.9J118

E 10.4 10.56 oâ 49000 4920 ry1.9 0.w1%605 s.o8',rE$ 279-11'W8 an.58E28L w.41ï12
9

10

10.69

1094

10.815

11.06
0ä
oä

49000

48000

1248

ts6
út.7
4C6.0

0.mc?309
0.wa34r

o.rum3
0.m9

@.90@31-

4¿9.Et3319

125.92F,6æ

12ß5.5361ß

42fi1-4]78

-399.s36148

1a 11,.19 11.315 06 84600 L 7'!,8 0.ú1745385 05 27ß.62537 143.152æ1, -142.15289J_

n 1L.4 11.56 0ä 47cc0 gl5 4n:7 0.w2ú734r 4.25æ,Æ M.@4537 1Æ.743651 4æ2ß4
13 11.69 11.8r5 o5 47000 1048 4J3.2 0.@1805 0.m385 42Ì.365635 1L46.524753 -%.s24153

14

15

1L.8L

12:J9

12.W
12.3t5

0ä
0â

450m
M

tg1
&6

40r.0

3s7.3

o.mr%021
o.wrBB475

0.m197 376.6n92
5.1ÉE-05 m.57 qaL

1n.912Ï]4
1:';6.43'p.8

345.087889

w.56702
16 n.4 n.w 0â 4M 1527 ry,6 0.w1ø9 0.w1G7 W.ß9n5 12æ.26336 2æ;73466l.

v n.@ 12.95 0ã 44{rf. BM 411.9 0-W2ún0L o.w,w AÆ.nwg 12C8.650882 -343.608&

t8 n.% 13.06 0â 4¿000 7n 413.2 0.W2Tlg7 0.m3425 M.ærM fl41.332M -Aft.w4æ

19

n
13.19

13.4
13.35 05 44000 4J8.5 0.ro28503 1Ø.076233

Key:

I qause strand number (I-20)
a crack at each strand number beforc

a ave crack used for all calculations +

delta a distance between súands (inærval over which avefage calculations are

P (N) load applied (if bold indicates overload was applied at start of that

N actual number of cycles for crack ûo grow through that interval (indicaæd by
LABTECH and recorded Instron

AK ÂK calculaæd 6.1atcrack
daldN (7050) calculated daldN at that ÂK value using equation 3.2fl¡tud to the data

shown in 6.6

daldN ave rccorded daldN = delta a / N
ÂK eff ÅK.r+ calculaùed from daldNâve using 3.2 and figure 6.6

N (7050) number of cycles expected at that ÁK level over delt¿ a using data in
6.6

Nretarded number of crack wasretffded=Nactual-N
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Appendix K

Sædnsr A?12 O,erlocdrdlo' .6
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Key:

1 gauge stand number (1

a crack at each strand number before

aave crack used for all calculations +

delta a distance between sEands (inærval over which average calculations are

P (N) load applied (if bold indicates overload v/as applied at start of that

N actual nuûrber of cycles for crack to grow through that inærval (indicated by

LABTECH and recorded

AK ÂK calculaæd 6.1 atcrack

da/dN (70s0) calculated da/dN at that AK value using equation 3.2fttted to the dat¿

shown in 6.6

da/dN ave recorded da/dN = delta a / N

ÂK eff calculated from daldN 3.2 and 6.6

N (70s0) number of cycles expected at tlìat ÂK level over delt¿ a using data in

6.6

Nretarded number of crack was reta¡ded = N actual - N
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Key:

I sause strand number (I-20)
r crack at each smnd number befort

a ave crack used for all calculations +

delt¿ a distance between strands (inærvat over which average calculations are

valid)
P (N) load applied (if bold indicates overload was applied at start of that

N actual number of cycles for crack to grow through that interval (indicaæd by
LABTECH and recorded

AK AK calculaæd 6.1 atcrack

daldN (7050) calculaæd daldN at that ÂK value using equation 3.2fttæd to the dat¿

shown in 6.6

daldN ave recorded daldN =delt¿a/N
ÂK eff ÂK.r+calculaæd from da/dNes¿ using equation 3.2 and frgurc 6.6

N (70s0) number of cycles expected at that AK level over deltå a using data in
fisure 6.6

Nretarded number of crack was retarded = N actual - N
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APPENDIX L . RESULTS OF OVERLOAD STT]DIES AT AK
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Key:

I sause strand number (1-20)

a crack length at each strand number (measured before testing)

a ave crack used for all calculations +

delt¿ a distance between strands (interval over which average calculations are

valid)
P (N) load applied (if bold indicaæs overload was applied at stårt of that

N actual number of cycles for crack to gfo\il through that interval (indicaæd by

LABTECH and recorded bv Instron)

AK ÂK calculaæd using equation 6.1 at crack length = ââve

daldN (7050) calculated da/dN at that ÅK value using equation 3.2flnod to the data

shown in fieurc 6.6

daldN ave recorded daldN = delta â/ Ne¡¡¡e1
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Appendix L

AK eff ÂK"ç¡ calculaæd from da/dN¡rr¿ ilstnq 3.2 and fieurc 6.6

N (70s0) number of cycles expecæd at that ÂK level over delta a using dat¿ in
fieure 6.6

Nretarded number of cycles crack growth was retarded =Nactual-N(7050)
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Appendix L
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Key:

I sause strand number (1-20)

a crack length at each strand number (measurcd before testing)

aave averase crack length used for all calculations (- [ai + aiafll2)
delta a distance between strands (inærval over which average calculations are

valid)
P (N) load applied (if bold indicates overload was applied at start of that

inærval)
N actual number of cycles for crack to grow through that interval (indicaæd by

LABTECH and recorded bv Instron)

AK ÂK calculaûed using equation 6.1 atcrack length = Leve

daldN (7050) calculaûed daldN at that ÅK value using equation 3.2fLffad to the data

in frzure 6.6

da/dN ave rccorded daldN = delt¿ â / Ne¡¡¡¡1

ÂK eff ÂK.çrcalculaæd from daldNqwe t¡sing equation 3.2 and frgure 6.6

N (7050) number of cycles expected at that AK level over delt¿ a using data in
fieure 6.6

Nreta¡ded number of cycles crack growth was retarded Nactual-N(7050)
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Key:

1 sauge strand number (1-20)

a crack length at each strand number (measured before testing)

a ave averase crack lensth used for all calculations (- la; + a¡*'tllZ)
delta a distance between strands (interval over which average calculations are

valid)
P (N) load applied (if bold indicates overload v/as applied at stårt of that

inærval)
N actual number of cycles for crack to grow through that interval (indicaæd by

LABTECH and recorded bv Instron)

AK ÂK calculaæd using equation 6.1 at crack length = Lave

daldN (7050) calculated daldN at that ÂK value using equation 3.2fitæd to the dat¿

shown in fisure 6.6

daldN ave rccorded daldN = delt¿ & / Nse¡ut
ÁK eff ÂK,¡rcalculaæd from daldNcwe using equation 3.2 and figurp 6.6

N (70s0) number of cycles expected at that ÅK level over delt¿ a using data in
fieure 6.6

Nret¿rded number of cycles crack growth was reta¡ded = N actual - N (7050)
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APPENDIX M. COMPENDIT]M OF STRESS INTENSITY
FACTORS - TABLE 1.3.1
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APPENDIX N. COMPENDIT]M OF STRESS INTENSITY
FACTORS - TABLE I..1.1
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